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1 INTRODUCING Learning about AIDS

OUR AIMS
there are many %yak s of helping people learn about IDS Sonic of (III'S(' Mk 011c talk`, ,111(1
IC(.11.11CS to plOk tile' people %%lib the Id( IS about the \«oured Immune Deli( !C10 y S\ ndrome

its !ome, its origins and its ((MSC', Others urkuhe the use of films and \RIcos t\hish
enable a %%RIC range of information about the syndrome to he presented in a slow space of
time Yet furthet apploac hes pro ole opportunities lot people to explow their (Ay 0
anxieties about AIDS and to «isidei the unpin atoms of ho teal information for their omit
lifestyles and behaviour

fire Learning about AIDS protect sponsored by ,1\ 1 RI (in collaboration %%Oh the
Health klur anon uthority ) is firmly located %%ohm the third of these paradigms Its
ptnnary aini is to alert health edio tools' to some of the strategies they ( al. use to deY clop
more participatory approaches to AIDS education It also seeks to identify ome of the
adY antages of this form of learning in meeting tht edca atonal needs of (lit tit groups as
diyerse as 11Calt11 care professionals, social :Yorkers, youth. c ommunity and adult tthICatOYS
as well as teachers in schools and colleges

Mc health education strategies and materials in this Interim par, k hake been clay iced
on the assumption that people already knot\ a fair amount about AIDS '1 ou hake only to
open a netYspaper noty add\ 5. sty itch on the wick ision or radio, eakesdrop On a
,oncersation in a cafe or pub, or take a tYalk duty n the street vtith your eyes on the 1)111
boards around you to realise that. at least in one sense, AIDS has become a part of

ery day life Our otYn :York deyeloping am' piloting the strategies and materials in this
pack has confirmed such an impression In another sense though, people me still leery
unsure about AIDS Many continue to hake anxieties about the Case %%oh tyho h the k irus
beheYed to ( arise AIDS can be transmitted. Others hale e diffic ulty differentiating betty een
haying been infected by this kirus (being antibody posinY e to it) and haying AIDS itself
Still others ( ling to the belief that only certain forms of sexual actiyity (anal intercourse for
example) can spread AIDS More alarmingly, it is still possible to hear people talking about
gay men in Britain being the cause rather than the first people to develop AIDS

Vic%s like these ontinuc to be expiessed despite goy eminent sponsored public
olormaticn ( ampaigns and :York by tea( lists. health ethic anon of fi«trs, voluntary se( tot
mothers and oth( is to inform ptople about IDS and hot\ the knus is spread If, in spite of
this information, people are still onfused, then questions need to be asked about the
kinds of health education strategy that c an he 1p people ( ape %Yoh %%hat in one sense they
aheady knot\

PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES TO HEALTH EDUCATION

Participatory approaches to health education h.tyc then origins in %%hat people already
knot% and feel about a particular issue they k flue these understandings and emotional
reactions, but use them as a starting point to explow the more rational tesponses that
people c an make In AIDS edu( anon, partic ipatory strategies arc likely to tee )gnhe that
people's perceptions of the epidemic as %%ell as of the risks attar Ned to patio ular
behaviours tY ill be influenced by at least three inter-whited sets of la( tors

1
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6 Their perceptions of what causes health and illness in general

Their perceptions of the lifestyles and behaviours (including sexual and drug-related lifestyles)
that are likely to put people at risk of infection

L1 Their present knowledge about AIDS itself

The Learning about AIDS project is concerned primarily with devising health education
strategies and materials which take these issues seriously. The intention is to de\ elup, pilot
and disseminate participatory approaches to health education which will «implement
existing forms of provision which focus mainly on givmt information

USING Learning about AIDS MATERIALS
These interim Learning about AIDS materials 11,',e been produced ;o meet the immediate
needs of health educators who want to use learner-centred approacl tes to AIDS education
in their work Their primary use will be in educating key personnel who themselves have a
responsibility for helping others learn about AIDS

They are not intended for use in an unmodified form with
members of the public, young people in schools or members of
the client groups most affected by AIDS. Nevertheless, it is
possible that the strategies suggested in these interim Learning
about AIDS materials may stimulate the development of similar
health education strategies to meet the needs of these groups.

learning about AIDS strategies and materials can therefore be used by health e,::ucation
officers, health service trainers, teacher educators, local authority education advisers,
social work trainers, private public and voluntary sector training officers and others who
have a responsibility for educating prospective AIDS educators

Because participatory approaches to health education are non-didactic and because
they encourage learners to ask questions, educators using Learning about AIDS will need
to begin with a sound knowledge of the relevant issues. You won't be able to hand out
Learning about AIDS exercises and hope that a group can just 'get on with a'. Many of the
exercises in this pack begin by asking people to consider what they already know about
AIDS Opportunities are then provided for pooling this knowledge But most importantly,
time is put aside for clarification and reassurance by the health educator organising the
session Health educators using these materials will need to anticipate and respond
effectively to the doubts and uncertainties that are expressed.

You may find it helpful to work your way through the following questions, so that you
know where to begin in using these materials Your answers will tell you which section of
these materials to turn to next

6



Making a start

1. Are you concerned with educating AIDS educators?

Yes . . . Go to Qu 2 No . These materials are not suitable for
your work in their present form

2 Are you familiar with the rationale behind participative health education strategies?

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 2. Answer Qu 3,

No . You will need to read Section 2 of
these materials t familiarise yourself with
this. Then answer Qu 3.

3. Can you answer questions about statistics relating to AIDS?

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3.1 Answer Qu 4.

No . . You will need to read Section 3 1 and
perhaps carry out some additional research of
your own.

4 Can you deal effectively with questions about professional and medical explanations of AIDS?

Yes . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3.2. Answer Qu 5.

i

No . . . You will need to read Section 3.2 and
perhaps follow up some of the references in
Section 6.

5. Can you deal effectively with questions about lay and popular explanations of AIDS
('AIDS is sent by God', 'AIDS is all around us', 'We've all got AIDS in us' etc.)

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3.3. Answer Qu 6.

No . . . You will need to read Section 3.3 and
perhaps follow up some of the references in
Section 6

*
6 Can you deal adequately wi,u questions about the ways in which AIDS is transmitted?

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3.4. Answer Qu 7.

No .. . You will need to read Section 3.4 and
perhaps follow up some of the references in
Section 6.

7. Can you deal effectively with questions about the HIV antibody test?

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3,5. Answer Qu 8.

No . . You will need to read Section 3.5 and
perhaps follow up some of the references in
Section 6.

8 Can you answer questions about the relationship between particular lifestyles (gay lifestyles,
heterosexual lifestyles, drug-related lifestyles) and AIDS?

Yes . , . You may find it interesting to read
Section 3.6. Answer Qu 9.

No . . You will need to read Section 3.6 and
perhaps follow up some of the references in
Section 6

9 Can you answer questions about therapies and medical treatments for people with AIDS?

Yes . . . You may find it interesting to read
Gection 3.7. Answer Qu 4.

No , . You will need to mad Section 3 7 and
perhaps follow up some o' the references in
Section 6

7



These interim Learning about AIDS strategies and materials hake been e \tensik elk piloted
%vial doctors, health k isitors. general nurses, district nurses, communit \ ps\ c hiatric liras( ,

adult, \ omit and «rnimtutk, educators. students in tea( her training and learners in adult
education pro rsion Ille\ are undergoing constant dek (quirt-rent in preparation for the
launch of the full Learning (bout AIDS programme in earl\ 1988 Fire prow( t team is keen
to hear about k our succes,-.10 rising and moditk mg these materials \\ rite to

Ilark !Ionians Peter ,1.,gietoir

Faculty of I clot anon 8, Communn Studies
Bristol Pol} le( him
RedLind 1111
BRISTOL B56 6U/



2 THE RATIONALE FOR PARTICIPATORY
APPROACHES TO AIDS EDUCATION

THE BACKGROUND

it is in: reLogniscd that ,;( 1:( 1Il it! IllI1U111( (AIDS) 1)W,() one
of the greatest threats to public II( an that this «intur\ has kno\ B} the beginning of
February 1987, 686 men and vomen u. Britain had been niported v a diagnosis of AIDS
and an estimated 50,000 others ha\ e been de( ted b} I IUillan Immunodetil ienc ITUS

(WV), the km's \RIcil\ belie\ (id to be its ( cruse In the United States, some 30.000 people
ha\ e cunentI\ been diagnosed vith AIDS ,111(1 all eq1111dIed I i ) -2 million others ha\ e been
infected (I ebruar} 1987) In Central ,1fri( an countries sue has Uganda and lamina, it
has been estimuted dial some 5-10", of the population has ahead\ been ;Me( ted (Institute
of Medicine, National Academ\ of Sr lon«), 1986)

As }et there is no dume to protect people against AIDS Noi is there an} cure for the
syndrome itself \\Inch results from profound damage to the immune s}stein While there
are therapies aryl treatments for man} of the 'life-threatening infections vluch folloy this
damag:, there are current!} no medical inter\ cottons \\Inch can lid the person of their
underlying immune deficiency

Against this background, health education has been \\ 'del} identified as the most
effecti\ e means of restricting the further spread of AIDS, and health educators hay e begun
to consider the types of inter\ cations the} can make in resi,oliding to the challenges posed
by the epidemic

STYLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION

There are man} s, ays iir o,Inch health education can be carried out Sonic approaches
emphasise the kalue of information -going as \iti} of bringing about beha mural change.
Others argue that health education should seek to facilitate self-empoverment by
providing opportunities for people to consider the \ ays iii vhich their emotions and
anuenes ma} pre\ cot them from a( ling rati)nall} on the basis of the information they
ha\ e Yet other health education strategies argue that attention should be focussed on the
IS,al,s iri vhich organisations and communities can be changed to help inch\ 'duals make
health} clam es Imall}, there are approaches to health education vi,luch argue that
aspects of society must be restructured if people are to lead healthier lives

These four different 51\ les of health edu( anon can be called in formution-gnmgsell
etripm erment, ommunal -oriented and 5omilly tram formutun models of health education
These four models an be distniguished from one another in terms of the goals they set for
health education inter\ ention igu( I) l'he} are described in more detail in Aggleton &
Ilomans (1987)

11N ut u,r .ul ,1 lo 1 1/I, '1
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FIGURE 1

Model of health education Goals associated with that model

Information-giving To bring about particular changes in people's behaviour through
information-giving

Self-empowerment

Community-oriented

Socially transformatory

To enhance people s abilities to act rationally and to help people
establish personal control over their lives

TJ bring about changes within organisations and communities so
that healthier choices can be made

To change the structure of society so that inequalities in health no
longer exist.

THE INFORMATION-GIVING MODEL OF HEALTH EDUCATION
AND AIDS EDUCATION

Of these four models, there is little doubt that the first has been the one most widely
adopted in the field of AIDS education In its own programmes of health education, the
Department of Health for example has felt it important to alert people to the facts about
AIDS its signs and symptoms as well as the ways in which it can be transmitted In early
1936, the first government public information campaign was launched costing £21/2 million,
and a Health Education Council booklet AIDS What Everybody Needs to Know was made
available to those requesting it In November 1986, a further £20 million programme of
public information was announced A leaflet explaining how AIDS is transmitted has been
sent to every household in the country and newspapers, road-side posters, cinema,
television and radio are being used to promo.e messages such as 'AIDS don't die of
ignorance', 'AIDS is not prejudiced. it can kill any one and The longer you believe AIDS
only infects others, the faster it'll spread'.

A number of initiatives in schools and colleges as well as in health and social services
provision hate also aimed to tell people more about AIDS. Some authorities, hate organised
half or whole day prograr rnes on 'AIDS Awareness' Others hate arranged conference
where information about AIDS has been given by physicians, health education officers and
other experts Yet others have shown films and videos to their employees and client
groups These may have been followed by group discussion of the relevant issues Finally,
there are institutions and authorities whose response has simply been to make posters and
leaflets more readily, mailable Thus in health service pro ision, leaflets about AIDS have
been distributed with salary and pay slips, and in schools, colleges and community
education centres, posters have been placed in high access areas and leaflets have been
left lying in libraries, common rooms and other shared facilities.

The belief that people will act rationally and sensibly on the basis of the information
they receive is implicit in health education strategies ouch as these. Howe\ er. there are
many reasons for being sceptical about the likely success of health education
interventions which rely on information- giving alone as a means of changing people's
behaviour

Although information-gn mg strategies hate been widely used in tobacco, drugs and
alcohol education, there is little evidence that they produce immediate or lasting effects
(Gatherer et al, 19791 Health education messages are not uniformly received by those at
whom they are directed. People actively work on the information they receive via a
particular health education campaign reinterpreting this to suit their own needs. Huts,
although a person may be (.ware of the dangers of tobacco use, she or he may persist in
smoking forty cigarettes a clay because of the knowledge that not all smokers die of lung
cancer Similarly, knowing the dangers associated with excesswe alcohol consumption is
often far from sufficient to bring about a reduction in alcohol intake.

Of particular importance in determining how people respond to ()flit i.il health

10



education messages are popular or lay beliefs about health (liehnan, 1978, Fitzpatrick,
1984, Herz lich & Pierret, 1986, Kleinman, 1986, Unschuld, 1986). These can seriously
distort or disorient the impact of a health educatio: Inman\ e. For example, the lay belief
that whether or not you are likely to catch a disease depends on the strength of gout
constitution (after all, 'Those who are fit never become ill, whereas those who are sickly are
always doing so') can seriously distort how people respond to a campaign which
emphasises that ev ery one may be at risk from d panic ular infection Similarly, the lay
health belief that whether or not a person contracts an infection depends on lwl% or
chance (after all, 'Everyone is exposed to germs but only a few people catch them') can
disorient the way in which people respond to a health education strategy which seeks to
link specific behaviours to the risk of infection

health educators ignore the influence of lay health beliefs like these at their peril,
since they powerfully influence the impact of piofessional health education messages
There is little reason to suppose that people will always act rationally and sensibly on the
basis of the health-related information they recce e Effectly e programmes of health
education need to complement information- giving with other strategics if they are to tiling
about enduring changes in attitudes and behaviours.

This is not to suggest that information -giv ing is an ineffe:Jual health education
strategy Ey idence suggests that information about a particular health issue can bring
about changes in behaviour This is especially true when the information is presented in a
relevant way (preferably through word of mouth or personal contact) and when it is linked
to discrete and specific behay ioural changes (Gatherer et al, 1979, WHO, 1986). We would.
however. caution against the widespread use of health education strategies which assume
that information-giving by itself will bring about clear-cut changes in beha., :our.

So how can health educators complement the existing range of information-giving
initiatives in the field of AIDS education')

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR AIDS EDUCATION
Earlier, we identified three alternanye approaches to health education which do not have
information- giving as their central focus We called these the self-empowerment, th
community-onented and the socially transformatory models of health education. These three
models differ from more mainstream approaches to health education in that they take their
starting point from what people already know about a particular health issue no matter
how incomplete or partial this knowledge may be

While self-empowerment, community oriented and socially transformatory models of
health education differ in terms of their goals, they all advocate the use of participative
learning strategies. Self-empowerment models ,lo so because they argue that if individuals
are to gain greater personal control over their health, they tral_t first explore the extent to
which their anxieties and feelings about a particular issue prevent them from acting
rationally Whilst community -oriented and socially transformatory models also differ from
one another in terms of their goals, they :uo argue that health education initiatives should
begin with the shared experiences of particular client groups. Health education
interventions which enable these collective understandings to be identified car therefore
be the starting point for social change at an cagamsational, community or societal level.

Ultimately health educator.: and their clients will have to decide on the goals that ale
to be pursued within the context of a particular health education initiative As educators
committed to participatory approaches to lealiiing. we can only sketch out some of the
possibilities associated with the use of this alternative approach to health education.
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify in general terms the ady (images of participative AIDS
education strategies (Figure 2).

-1.... ......
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FIGURE 2

Participatory approaches to AIDS education are likely to

Allow people the chance to identify their anxieties about '.he causes of health and illness in
general

Allow people the chance to explore their anxieties about the causes of AIDS in particular
A Allow people to consider the extent to which lay theories of health and illness have a basis in

fact

Allow people the chance to identify and reflect upon their perceptiors of lifestyles different from
their own

Allow people the cnance to consider the implications of health-related messages about AIDS for
their own lifestyles

A Allow people the chance to consider the implications of health-related messages about AIDS for
their own work practices

Allow people to identify collectively the sorts of contributions they can make at home, at work
and in the community to effective education about AIDS

A

Although most health education initiatives relating to AIDS have operated w ohm a
commitment to information-giving, it is possible to identify educational interventions
within each of the three alternative models.

Within the context of AIDS education, self-empowerment models have been widely
advocated by writers such as Spence (1986) and Tatchell (1986) whose self-help guides for
those with HIV infection and/or AIDS have done much to encourage the development of
more positive mental attitudes to fighting the disease. Workshop activities informed by
self-empowerment principles have also been organised by many voluntary sector
organisations working to provide support for those with HIV infection and/or AIDS

Community-oriented models, on the other hand have informed the work of self-help
organisations such as the Terrence Higgins Trust, Body Positive and other voluntary
groups Founded originally within the gay community to provide information, education,
counselling and support for gay men, the Terrence Higgins Trust has greatly extended the
scope of its activities in recent months These now include service provision for groups
such as intravenous drug users, women and church-goers The work of organisations such
as these is similar to that of equivalent bodies in the United States where the success of
community-oriented self-help groups in providing realistic and appropriate information on
'safer' sex has been widely recognised as a significant factor in slowing down the rate of
transmission of 111V amongst gay men.

So far there have been few AIDS-related health education initiatives concerned with
social transformation. Nevertheless. it is possible to identify the beginnings of these in
demands for mote government sponsored research into vac( Ines and therapies for AIDS
(instead of lea\ iilg research of this kind up to the major pharma( eon( al companies), a
closer monitoring of popular press reporting of AIDS and an . \tension of welfare and
disability rights for those with HIV infection and/or AIDS
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3 INFORMATION FOR AIDS EDUCATORS

In order to use participator\ approac hes to health education. health edu alms need to
hate a good knowledge of the issues the\ wish to e \pion, with hem groups In Section 3
of these interim Learning about AIDS materials. we will ti \ to identif some of the issues
which health educators should know about if the\ are to use the pat ticipator\ strategies in
Section 4 effecticel\ In the space aailable, our treatment of these Issues can not be
complete Nor are we claiming that Oleic ate ot-11 seen aspects of AIDS which need to be
known about before participator\ AIDS-education strategies can he used ef few% el\ We
would panic ulail\ wel«mic health educators' comments on the usefulness (or otherwise)
of this section

1111111112111fW
3.1 Statistics relating to AIDS

3.2 Professional and medical explanations of AIDS

3.3 Lay explanations of AIDS

3.4 Transmission

3.5 The HIV antibody test

3 6 Lifestyles and AIDS

3.7 Therapies and medical treatments
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3.1 STATISTICS RELATING TO AIDS

As someone k1 orking in AIDS ethic anon, you are likely to be asked regularly (or statism s
relating to AIDS and !finnan Inummodeficienc v Virus (III\ ) infection In 1 ngland, %%ales
and Northern Ireland. these are produced regulady by thy Publiy Labor,itor\
Services (111LS), Communicable Diseases Surveillance Centre, 61 Colindale (Inn.,
London NW9 SEQ District Health Authorities should have copies of the vveckl
Communicable Diseases Report produced by this centre

the figures beim% relating to III antibod\ positive peP,OIrs ale unlu1atn e (01,1k to
the end of I china\ 1987 and identd\ those vv ho had at twilit been tested for antihmlics to
the ITU!) It is estimated that benveen ten and fifteen nines this number of people are
actually infected, man} of vv horn ,ne 1111,M le of the Id( I

II is interesting to note that in Ungland, \Vales and Northern Ii eland onl 2 8% of
those with AIDS and 4 7% of those vvho ale II1V antibody positive are kvomen In «mnast
of the 1100 111V antibody posinv e pet sons reported in Scotland, lust 01 el a quarter (293)
vvere vvomen In Scotland, 60% of III \ antibody positive peisons here intravenous (hug
users and only IS% 5% el e homosevual or Insevual men

Fhe statistic s relating to y aces of AIDS (Table 4) air for the UK as a k bole and ate
cumulative totals to the end of Mary h 1987, ,v hereas those relating to III\ !life( non relate
0111\ to England, %%ales and Noithern Ireland \Ve have also Inc hided a total of IN ent
American statistics since you ma} be asked questions about these

TABLE 1

Cumulative totals of HIV antibody positive persons reported,
by age and sex, to end February 1987

Age (years) Male Female Unknown Total

0-4 15 4 1 20
5-9 41 41
10-14 56 56
15-24 652 65 2 719
25-44 1859 90 6 1955
45-64 314 5 319
>65 24 3 1 28
Not stated 996 28 20 1044

Totals 3957 195 30 4182

.

TABLE 2

Cumulative totals of HIV ant:body positive persons reported,
by transmission characteristic to end February 1987

Transmission characteristic Male Female Unknown Total

Homosexual/bisexual 2158 2158
Intravenous drug abuser (IVDA) 163 85 4 252
Homosexual Er IVDA 24 24
Haemophiliac 941 2 944
Recipient of blood 20 12 32
Heterosexual 63 71 1 135
Child of HIV antibody positive mother 5 4 1 10
Several risks 4 -- 4

No information 579 21 23 623

1 otals 3957 195 30 4182
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TABLE 3
Cumulative totals of reports of HIV antibody positive persons reported

by region to end February 1987

Region Cumulative
totals

C.Region atom
totals

ENGLAND ENGLAND (cont'd)
Northern 212 Wessex 164
Yorkshire 194 Oxford 232
Trent 1/5 S Western 124
E Anglia 121 W Midlands 267
NW Thames 1361 Mersey 66
NE Thames 453 N Western 86
SE Themes 538 WALES 42
SW Thames 111 NORTHERN IRELAND 36

Total 4182

MIIIMISSMINESZEIZZIESEEMENESEEr 4111119111111111111111111111111111

TABLE 4
Cumulative totals of UK reports of AIDS cases.

by transmission characteristic, to end March 1987

Transmission characteristic
Male

Number of cases
Female Total

Number
of deaths

Homosexual/bisexual 640 640 342
Intravenous drug abuser (IVDA) 8 2 10 5
Homosexual & IVOA 7 7 4
Haemophiliac 31 31 23
Recipient of blood abroad 4 4 8 6

UK 3 2 5 5
Heterosexual, presumed infected abroad 13 7 20 11

presumed infected in UK 1 4 5 4
Child of HIV antibody positive mother 3 4 7 4
Other 1 1 1

Totals 710 24 734 405

( ommlzt, RPort 8" 09 and H. I 4,

onmemErnmelvaa. vosimismasmommeameimi
TABLE 5

United States AIDS statistics

28,523 ana counting
AIDS Cases as Reported by the CDC as of December 15, 1986

Residence of Cases Number of Cases Residence of Cases Number of Cases

New York State 8963 South Carolina 104
New York City 8218 Hawaii 101

Calamine 6390 Tennessee 98
San Francisco 2911 Wisconsin 77
Lis Angeles 2386 Oklahoma 76

Washington, D C (Metro Area) 787 Alabama 70
Florida 1911 Nevada 63

Miami 856 Kentucky 59
New Jersey 1717 Kai as 52

Newark 712 Utah 49
Texas 1712 Rhode Island 48
Illinois 714 New Mexico 41
Pennsylvania 648 Arkansas 40
Messachusetts 577 Delaware 40
Georgia 553 Mississippi 36
District of Columbia 509 Iowa 35
Maryland 416 Maine 32
Washington 337 New Hampshire 23
Connecticut 330 Nebraska 21
Virginia 329 Alaska 20
Louisiana 325 Wost Virginia 20
Puerto Rico 313 Vermont 9
Colorado 281 Virgin Islands 7
Michigan 246 Idaho 6
Ohio 246 Montana 6
North Carolina 169 Wyoming 5
Arizona 159 North Dakota 4
Missouri 158 South Dakota 3
Minnesota 146 Guam 1

Indiana 114 Trust Territory 1

Oregon 113 Pediatric Cases (included in above) 399

Of these, 16,128 (approximately 57%) are dead

',MT( r %et. INA Nattte 29111 I)I I 1986 ,( ,1,11111, .1 ilt)111 i r Hirt 14,T 1)1,,,i,1 i ,)11:1(I1 `,1 ul.n ,1
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3.2 PROFESSIONAL AND MEDICAL EXPLANATIONS OF AIDS

In this section we will begin by defining ,11DS We will then consider sonic of the different
medical explanations offeied. It is important fin health educators to remise that amongst
doctors and other hiahim professionals then. is miely OHO eisdl agieement about c doses

of a particular illness of disease !his i> partir (daily true of \IDS where ( unently thew me
a number of competing medic al explanations about its c ause

What is AIDS'

Ac«mling to the Centel for Disease Control in Atlanta. Georgia (C DC. 19851 A«pured
Immune Deficiency Sy ndrome (AIDS) is an illness sometimes diagnosed after a person has
been infected by Human Immunodeficiency Virus (IIIV) It is diagnosed by the presence of
one of a limited nunwer of diseases which do not normally attar k people \\ hose immune
systems are working effecny,ely, in the absence of all other known muted\ mug causes of
immune deficiency (such as drugs which suppress the immune system). Thus, if a person
recek mg immune-suppressn e medication contracts one of these diseases, they will not be
diagnosed as ha\ mg AIDS But if someone with HIV infection (and no other causes of
immune suppression) does so, then they will be diagnosed as hat mg AIDS These diseases
are often called opportunisticdiseases since they attack the person be( ause of the
opportunity which then immune suppression provides.

fhe opportunistic diseases can be grouped chiefly into infections and tumours fhe
infection that has been most closely associated with AIDS is Pneumocystis ((limn
pneumonia (PCP), caused by a pathogen that occurs widely and only takes serious hold in
people whose immune systems are not working properly People with AIDS characteristically
suffer also from thrush around the ,nouth and anus, and the whole gut may become
colonized by the yeast (Umtata) that causes thrush lierpes simplex infection is common
in people with AIDS. and other infections include Cy tomegaloyirus (CMV), Toxoplasma,
and a protozoal infection Cry ptocc osis whit h causes profuse and persistent diarrhoea
Infection with any of the \ aricty of organisms that occur in people with AIDS tends to
become widely spread throughout the body, whereas in °them people these infections tend
to remain localized and to clear up quickly

fhe tumours that occur in AIDS are chiefly kaposi's Sarcoma, a normally rare type of
skin cancer that once again in AIDS becomes widespread in the body. and Lymphomas

IIIV is now known to infect directly cells in the brain, the gut and the lungs, and to
lead to disease in these organs 1 number of those infected ha\ e (lied from acute
meningitis and encephalopathy before any opportunistic infection or tumours hate
become manifest In longer term, brain disease leading to dementia has dc\ eloped
A complete list of the opportunistic diseases associated n%1111 AIDS can be 1 ound iii the
hook Mobilizing against AIDS (Institute of ,Medic Me, National Acadeint of Science, 1986)

Whilst many of the opportunistic lis( (Ise., associated with AIDS ( an be treated using
con,/entional medical therapies (for example, PCP initially responds well to treatment with
high doses of the chug c o-trunoxazole (Septrin) and C11V infer lion ( (111110l% be treated with
a new drug called DIIPG). attempts to treat the 1111(1(.11\ mg immune delitten(y mate so far
met with little success (hut see also Section 3 5)

Other consequences of HIV infection
Contrary to popular belief and u1 (1 mate lepoiting in the polmlai press, being inf (.1 led h\
111V (being IIIV antibody posinye) is not the same thing as 11,1\ mg AIDS As well as 11,1\ ing
IIIV infection, a person must deYelop an oppouunista disease to be diagnosed with AIDS
This affects about 15-20% of people who have III\ infer non foi three y ears (S( ott.
1987) About a (Luther 30-40"o of people infected with III\ for thwe y cams dee101) mild
symptoms such as persistently swollen glands (Persist( nt Genemlised Lt mphadenopathy Um

PGI,), fever, sweats, aches, fatigue. unexplained weight loss, sic kness and (Ilan-hoed ( ew
Scientist, Mar( h 1987) 1 he trim ,11DS-Related ( omplex om 114 is used to des( raw this set
of combined symptoms
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What causes AIDS?

DC's ( urrent definition of ,1 IDS makes refeien«, to the ()1 111\
infection \11111st most do( tors todax Itchex e that III \ iti the ( of \ this 11(1`, not
(11%%(1\ 111(' ( Before I 1`,01(11('(1111 983 4 at lea,t tom [Hahn them lcs about
AIDS here popular (1 igtne 3)

FIGURE 3 Early professional and medical theories (pre 1983/4)

1 AIDS is caused by immune system overload.

2. AIDS is caused by an already identified virus

3 AIDS is caused by a new virus

4 AIDS is caused by a coincidence of factors.

The first of these early explanations suggested that AIDS was caused through repeated
infection by sexually transmitted diseases and by the excessive use of recreational drugs
such as A111)1 and Butyl nitrite, \mphetammes eft The sec and explanation, which proposed
that AIDS was a consequence of Hepatitis 13, C' tomegalo\ mils or Epstein Barr Virus
infection, was put forward because the first cases of AIDS in the United States were seen
amongst gay men and intravenous drug users people specially at risk of infection by
these viruses The third explanation (Nits in many Gays a forerunner of more modern
understandings of the syndrome, since it suggested that AIDS vvas caused by a new virus.
The fourth argued that a combination of factors was needed to produce AIDS. These were
said to include immune overload and the re-activation of pre\ sous Cy tomegalov
Herpes, and Epstein Barr virus infections. An extremely readable account of these early
theories can be found in Johnson and Ho (1985)

In 1983, a team of researchers working in Paris at the Pasteur Institute identified a
nets but special kind of virus in tissue from a gay man with syvollen lymph glands They
called this mu:, Lymphadenopathy Virus (LAV) Shortly afterwards in 1984, another
research team working in the United States isolated a similar (if not identical) virus from
people with AIDS They called their irus Human T-cell Lymphotropw Virus Type III

In order to resolve the problem of terminology. it has subs( quently been agreed
that the irus shoul'l be renamed Human Immunodeficiency Virus Since the
identification of this virus, medical explanations hav,c shifted quite a iot [here are now
three major professional explanations of AIDS (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4 Later professional and medical explanations of AIDS
(after 1983/4)

1. Infection by HIV is necessary and sufficient to :ause AIDS.

2. Infection by HIV is necessary but not sufficient to cause AIDS.

3 Infection by HIV is a marker of infection by an as yet unidentified 'true' cause of AIDS
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FIGURE 5 HIV as a necessary and sufficient cause of AIDS
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FIGURE 6 HIV as a necessary but not sufficient cause of AIDS
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3.3 LAY EXPLANATIONS OF AIDS

Research into lay explanations
Medical and professional understandings of a disease h as AIDS co-exi.,i alongside
more popular or lay understandings of the same phenomenon Whilst research into la\
perceptions of AIDS is in its infancy, there are a number of researf h prow( is currently
under way which will shed light on these Fast. there is our own ,,tudy of young people's
health knowledge and A ins I Then then( are t o longitildio,d studios of pattetos
behavioui being carried out b\ Coxon,2 a behavioural study of gay men IA Boulton.
Fitzpatrick and Hart' and an anthropological study of prostitution in north London being
carried out by Day~ Whilst the first of these studies is the only one to address (lire( t1\
popular perceptions of AIDS itself. the others may add to our knowledge of la\
understandings of the syndrome via then attempts to explore different client groups
perceptions of risk A more extended discussion of lay perceptions of AIDS and their
implications for effective programmes of health education can be found in Aggleton &
Homans (1987)

Explanations

It is currently possible to identify at least four different kinds of la\ theories about AIDS
(Figure 7).

FIGURE 7 Lay theories about AIDS

1. AIDS is caused by something in the person (Endogenous theories)

2. AIDS is caused by something outside or around the person (Exogenous theories)

3. AIDS is caused by 'irresponsible' behaviour (Personal responsibility theories)

4. AIDS is caused by divine retribution (Retributionist theories)
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Endogenous theories
These suggest AIDS is caused not b\ a Y irus but by some quality of the witty olual Multi,
\'ass's (1986) study of public opinion and NiDS, it was found that 44 of the respondents
questioned felt that homosexuality was the ( ause of AIDS Only 14% of those intery wwed
identified a Iiral cause for the syndrome Lay theories like this ale signitil ant bet ause they
suggest that a person's perception of whether or not they are at risk for ;IDS may be
influenced by whether or not they Fee themselves as gay

;n alit( rnatly eiologelious explanation suggests that All/S MA already lurk within us
all Our own Mork associated with the prow( t Young Poop/es lleu/th Arun% ledge and AIDS
suggests that some people hold the belief that AIDS (Ilk« ei, so out respondents
suggest) lurks within us all, being something we ate 1101n with All that is needed for it to
appear is the right set of ( ircumstan( es

Exogenous theories
Exogenous theories on the Whet hand suggest that AIDS is caused by no tors external to
the indRolual Some exogenous theories link ( losely to itiki.sitiato beliefs about disease in
general (Open Linn ersity , 1985) These ancient ideas, which suggest that disease spreads
like a mist or miasma through the air, continue to influence some people's desire to avoid
persons or enYironments which they presume IA III Increase the likelihood of their own
infection Some people seem to believe that AIDS is 'all around us' and that eYery one.
regardless of their behaviour, is currently at risk of infection

Other exogenous lay theories suggest that AIDS has been triggered of f by attempts to
meddle with the en% ironment The testing of too many atomic weapons, the widespread
introduction of atomic power as well as enynonmental pollution has created an ecological
instability which has resulted in AIDS

Personal responsibility theories
In discussing lay theories which link AIDS with personal responsibility, it is important to
distinguish between the theories which unity 'duals use to understand the ey ems which
befall others and those which they use to understand their own behaviour

With respect to AIDS, la\ theories of the former type frequently differentiate between
'innocent' and 'guilty' % 'emirs of the disease (Altman, 1986) flits distinction differentiates
between those whose bell iour somehow makes it 'reasonable' t rat they should have
contracted AIDS and those who developed the syndrome through 'no fault of their own'
Within the forimi category, gay men, prostitutes, the promiscuous, bisexuals and
intraYenous drug users are usually placed Within the latter category, haemophiliacs, blood
transfusion recipients, children and the married partners of those who engage in extra-
marital relationships are green prominenc e Lay theories like this frequently inform media
reporting of AIDS by the popular press

When it comes to explaining what happens to the self, how eYer, there is sonic
evidence that people are more likely to act with serendlintous theories about the causes of
infection These suggest that whether or not one contra( is HIV infection of AIDS depends
largely on lu( k or chance Our own ,esearc h confirms that many young people believe that
while there may be some point in try mg to limn the risk of infection, whether or not one
becomes infected ultimately depends on chair«, fa( tots oyer %%hi( lit here can be little
personal control

Retributionist theories
Retributiomst !ay theories of disease suggest that a( toms y% Inch infringe supposedly
fundamental moral %allies are likely to bring about do me ietribunon The Rho k Death in
fourteenth century [mope was widely interpreted as a pestilent ted by (,od, and in
Britain and the United States nowadays some fundamentalist religious onunentatois hay e
suggested that AIDS may he di% me retribution for the tiansgiession of bibli( al
proscriptions against homosexual behaviour

Many of those who espouse these theories seem obliyious to the widespread
mcolem e of AIDS amongst heterosexual adults in Afro a (Riggai 1986) and to the sele( nye
way in who h Christian dogma has to he interpreted to support sot II ( LIMP, (se(' lot example,
Boswell, 1980, Uhng, 19861
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Nevertheless. by running contrary to both rational and empnftai c launs about AIDS.
and by making recourse to supernatural modes of \planation, retributionist anal\ ses sue
as these are likely to d( t filters of off I( lal health «111(411101i messages
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3.4 TRANSMISSION

Isolation and transmission
Isol inon
In AU education. it is y important to help I ;lent groups differentiate b( nyeen
research into the body fluids and tissues from yylm h IIIV (an be isolated and the ltod
fluids dud tissues through %%111(.11 it is transmitted

H11111,111 illIrldllOdetll INA() Virus (HIV)IV) has been isolated from body thuds and tissues
including

blood

A vaginal and cervical secretions

A saliva

semen

A breast milk
A tears

41911111111111111VAIMINIEMINIMEMEIMI

HovveYer. It is important to realise that being able to isolate a micro-organism from a
particular medium does not mean that it is necessarily transmitted in that way. For
example. many potentially lethal micro organisms can be grown under complex laboratory
conditions from smears taken from table tops. work surfaces etc Fills does not mean that
these same micro-organisms are necessarily transmitted la these surfaces

Transmission
In most cases, a critical quantity of a illicro-organism (an moculum) must pass y la d critical
route specific to that micro-organism in order for transmission to occur EY idence of the
way sin which HIV is transmitted comes largely from studies of three different types

A Epidemiological studies of those groups most affected by HIV infection
A Sexual contact studies
A Studies of households, hospitals and workplaces

It does not come from studies of the body fluids from Yy filch HIV can be isolated

How HIV is transmitted

Transmission studies demonstrate quite unequivocally that HIV can be transmitted Yid the
following routes.

A blood

A blood products
A semen

A vaginal and cervical secretions

A organ transplants

lift can be transmitted yid Yagmal llitercorlrse IIIIOUI a «)I1(10111 from man to Yy °man and
flow woman to man (Calabrese ? Gopalakrislm, 1986. lisc hi et al, 1987) Amongst gay
men. anal intercourse wit hoot a «)11(10111 is the at tiyity whit h ( arries the greatest risk of
transmitting 111' particularly to the re«itne partner (Kingsley et al, 1 987). and anal
intercourse between a man and ,1 0111,111 may carry a similar risk There is also some
Ck idence suggesting that 111V ( be transmitted yid breast milk nom mother to

How HIV is not transmitted

These same studies strongly suggest that 1 11V can not be transindicd Id the 10110%\ mg
routes.
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A touch
A bodily contract
A coughing and sneezing

A cups, cutlery and food
A swimming pools
A being in the same room as someone else

A towels
toilet seats

A pets
z, mosquitos and flying insects

A shared bathing and showering facilities

A drinking from the same glass

Whilst 1 IV has been isolated floral wails and saIR a under sophisticated laboiatory
conditions, there is no 'den«. for nansmission eithei of these routes Indeed. tecent
research has shown that S/111% d contains at least two component,, wluc h actually inhibit \
(Fultz. 1986)

'Act\ Ise, then, is 110 et Id ell ( (' 11 hat SOC 1 that 111\ ( an be ( asuallt nansmitted nil
households In d le«it study of 90 c ()I 45 People with AIDS (P\\'11. not Urn of the
c'hildlen o,,is found to he inle( led h\ 111V in spite of the fa( t that they had legulaily hugged
and kissed then parents and had ',haled kin hen and bathroom fat dines with themil
et al, 1987) In this same study, not one of the 29 friends and ielant 's who lit ed tt ith the
P\V,N. and who wen. not in} olt ed With them, becalm. 1111e( tc(I Neither Is thele an}
et 'deuce that III \' can be transmitted b), close coma( t al '1 place of work Indeed, e\ en
when health caw workeis halt e been act identalh and (1 tly exposed to the tlw
chance of transmission is slight Of 150 health tale tt oikels in tlw UK who wen.
accidental'} exposed to the 1)100(1 01 body fluids of patients infected with III \. not one Ibis
sero-«mvelted aftel a f ollow -up Listing to,che ino,iths 1N1( %()) & Porte'. 1987) In the
United States there hat e been oral} two documented ( ises of 5(.1 0- ( 0111e1S1011 111 health
care wen kers following needlestu k (,1 possible fluid ( ase Is stispe( Led ) (Conte.
1986 and 1\Ic Cray et al. 1986)

Safer Sexual Practices

Given what we presently know about the w s in which IIIV can be transmitted, it is
possible to work out from first principles the sexual ac ti} Ines whn h are likely to be tisk\
and those tvhich are likely to be relatively safe

Sexual d(.11\11) agindl intercom V. anal mien (misc. and plobably (U a min h lesser
extent, old' mien ourse) tt hi( h likel} to icsult In the 11,11151111551011 Oi W111(11 01 \ dgindi

and, (Tr\ Rai think hum one pel5on to another 15 mill Se \nal a(ll\ \\ hi( h bleak the
skin or (haws blood (eithel internally 0l exien ally ) n5 also rt5k1

The risk of transmission is significantly 'educed when pre( (1111101111 are taken to at old
One person's 1/0(1) Ilulds enteimg another inch\ 'dual ThCle are Man) norms 01 sexual
expression t Inch do not in} oh, bodily pet ietration or the exchange of those bud} fluids
which are known to transmit the irus Ihese include mutual masturbation and erotic
Ind ssage

Alternati}ely, the propel use nl condoms can also reduce (but not eliminate) the risk of
infection These should be used 1,1. all a watei-based lubricant sic has k `I gel to minimise
the likelihood of them tearing Additionally. using condoms in conjunction with a
spermicide containing the ingredient tionox} not 9 (which maw\ ,ites III\ uncle' lal(aator}
conditions, ks et al, 1985). may redo(( the c Ilan( c of transmission et (n further

Other safer sexual options c an include c (111)a( y 1 he Tern e Higgins Trust pioduces
some useful leaflets identifying safer foims of sexual exi.ression

Safer blood

Since October 1985, all blood donations m Britain hat c been iounnely screened 101
antibody to IIIV Additionally, efforts hake been made to enstne that blood is no longer
taken from members of high risk groups. Fhese combined efforts ha} e ensured that tilde is
a close to zero risk of infection from a blood transfusion Nekertheless, because it can take
some months for antibodies to de\ elop in a person with IIIV it non (see also Se( non 3 5),
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the possibility of Oleic being 111V contaminated blood 1,111110I be entirely ruled out. If forts
are currently underway to dm, clop cheap and effettne tests whit h Hill enable blood to be
screened for 111V itself rather than for 111V antibody Of 2.577.417 blood donations tested
by late 1986. 55 were found to contain antibodies to III\ and wen' disc arded In some parts
of the vorld, blood is not 101.11.111e1) screened in this w . so those of fel( .1 nansfusions
abroad vili have to consider carefully the tisk', assoc kited with these

The blood products used by haemophiliacs are now heat-treated to lender them safe
Heat treatment cannot, hnweer, be used on whole blood

Safer Drug-Related Practices

Because HIV can be transmitted y Id blood, there is a risk that those who use drugs
intravenously and who share their syringes and needles (works) with others can pass the
virus on via this route as well as by sexual contact. The Terrence Higgins Trust in
conjunction with the Standing Conference on Drug Use (SCODA) has produced a booklet
Facts about AIDS for Drug Users %% filch identifies the steps that intravenous drug users can
take to minimise the risk of becoming infected or infecting others (see Section 3.6)
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3.5 THE HIV ANTIBODY TEST

When someone is infected by a %tills, their body nomad\ makes antibodies to that y nos
These antibodies usually neutralise the infec non After being infected by Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) most people's bodies manilla( tine antibodies to the y nos
These can be detected ht means of an antibody test nhic h nIll c onf um nhethei the
indhidual is antibody postot c or W11/1/0(4 Iltp/(/le 1101\ r% el, there ate some impoitant
differences between the antibodies which are produml to III\ and those that ale piodude
Ill le:.pOnsu to Indn) LAW! \Iidl infections

Inst, the antibodies YY hic Ii are manilla( tined to \ do not neutralise the ettm is of
the nus itself whid h means that people who die antibody posithe die nut mummu to III%
and are therefore at IlSk of the c 011Selillelll es of I \ MIN Icon People %\ ho ale antibody
posithe to the y ITUS are ilkel% to remain MIN WRIS for the lest of then li es

Second, it can take seYmal months for these antibodies to develop In the maknity of
people they are present nithm three months of infection, but in a fen cases they can take
up to twelve months (or occasionally even longer than this) to appear Becallse there is this
delay or 'ninclon. bet-teen infection and the production of antibodies, at any one moment
there will be a small number of people who may be Yirus positive (that is, they are infected
by the %nos) but antibody negath e I or this reason, a repeat antibody test is often green to
people who have reason to belie% e they ale at high risk of infection three to foul months
after the first,

HIV antibody tests are non widely a' actable in c links I ir the treatment of se \cilly
transmitted diseases (Special Genito-thinar) Medic ine Clink s \ I) Clinics as they used to
be called) and from many general practitioners In order to carry out the test, a small
sample of blood is taken from a Yew in the min {his blood is then sent away for testing
and the result will usually be (1%ailable in about in 0 necks Pie-test and post-test
counselling should be pro Hied by the clinic or geneial practice n hew the test is (allied
out (Green, 1986, Green & Millet, 1986) however, it is only fan to say that c unently there
is considerable Yanation in the quality of the c ounselling people lecche

Before someone decides to hate a test, there ale many things to be considered We
can only list a fen of them here Further guidance on the HIV antibody test is green in the
leaflet MI' Antibody To Test 07 Not to Test a% adable from the lenience Higgins Trust (TI IT,
1986)

Things people will need to consider before having the HIV antibody test
The consequences of receiving a positive test result

,L The consequences of receiving a negative test result

Whether knowing their antibody status will improve their quality of life

% Whether a test result is really needed in order to take steps to adopt safer sexual and/or drug
related practices

The possible reaction of friends, colleagues and employers

Whether the circumstances in which the to carried out will provide an appropriate quality of

161111=11111MMEIMMEREMB=m8k,

service (including levels of pre and post tea, ,pport, confidentiality, etc.).
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What the test shows someone
Whet ler their body has made antibodies to HIV implying that they have been infected by the
virus

Whether their body has riot made antib,- ' es to HIV implying either that they have not been
infected or that too short an interval has elapsed between infection and testing for detectable
antibodies to be produced.

It can take several months for antibodies to develop although they normally appear within three
months of infection Nevertheless, a few people may not produce antibodies until a year or so
after infection

The test will not tell someone whether they will develop AIDS 80-85% of those who are
antibody positive do not develop AIDS in the three-year period following infection
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3.6 LIFESTYLES

Given what we flinentIN know about I IIV 11,111SMISS1011 and Inc name it is assumed that
certain blest\ Ies are impla ated in the spread of the disease Me statism, up to the end (if
1986 show that in Lngland, \Vales and Northern Ireland 51% of III\ antibody peison, at(
homosexual, bisexual, 24 °u are haemophiliacs ,ind 6% ale intray ellOUS ) lig users
(Section 3 1, Table 2) 11,1111101)1111 hIC S 1111 e hcen e pOSC(I to the \ n us through

prod LICtS the need icgulai (e,5 6) .indcontaminated factor VIII bloodI .00C I

niaminission in these instances can be seen as iatrogenic (medic all iathei than
as a result of the lifestyle of the haemophiliac How ek cr. in relation to both sexual and 1\
transmission It is often argued that it is the lifr.style of the ga\ or bisexual man of I\ thug
user yvhich Inc leases their risk of coming into c (intact with the n us

argument h sees lifest\ les as increasing the risk of nansine,sion needs to be
scrutinized in two icspe( is 1 11,11 \, the lifcsn, Ics of neithci g1 oi bisexual men 1101 (hug
users are homogenous. and se«indly it is not a gencial lifestyle cylm his impla died in the
transmission of WV, but puituidur cuts

IV drug users

There appears to he considerable dnersit\ of lifest \ le amongst drag useis, with people of
ar\ mg social backgrounds using injectable drugs recicationall\ This is c ontlim to the

popular image of the IV drug user depicted in the heroin screws you up' campaign It is
important that health educators do not allow their undcistanding of IV drug users'
Hest\ les to be restricted by popular stereotypes As wail most illegal behcniour a is
difficult to gain an accurate picture of the kind of people who use drugs intrakenoush, and
those who come to our attention tend to be encountering problems \\e k1101\ k Cr\ little for
example about people who inject chugs whilst retaining a 'respectable' image Recent
ekidence suggests that the recreational use of injectable drugs may form part of an upper-
middle-class social scene

As far as IV drug IISCTS and HIV infection ale f oncerned rt is not the use of the drug
which is the problem (though using these (hugs may hale other health cons(queac es) It is
the particular act Of in;ecting ()nese!! using 'dirt;' equil !! nen:, example d h
has been used before. which carries the risk Health e(IM anon campaigns aimed at risk
reduction therefore stress the message that ou must inject, use clean equipment the
success of these campaigns should he apparent by the tune 11e produ«, the full Learning
about AIDS materials and we \\ ill be able to make icf Nen«. to these together with the
findings of research which Is iust about to begin into AIDS and 1% drug uscis (Stunson) '
You rna\ be interested to get hold of .1/DS How drug users «In avoid It, published 1)\ the
Standing Confeience on Drug Abuse (SCODA, 1986)

Gay sexual behaviour

Popular media reports portray the stereot\ pica! gay hfcst\ le as extremely prom's( uous and
involving bizarre sexual behay iour. In many accounts it is this gay lifet\ le Yy hi( h Is seen
as responsible for the spread of AlDS Se\ cral points need to be clarified in relation to
these beliefs which are held both lay and professional people alike hisik, sume se\
behaviour .md lifestyles are as dik erse as heterosexual lifestyles Secondly, it is not
accurate to c d II AIDS a gay disease lesbians ale c urrenth the group lea,,t likek to be at
risk of 111V infection and \IDS It is not therefor(' same sex lifestyles who Il ale the ( ause
of the disease, but particular torms of sexual acts (es penetram e intercourse) \ h are
most likely to facilitate transmission of the \iirus

In the absence of 11(111011(11 ddld on sexuality we do not hal dl (i rate MI Ululation on
the total number of people \\ ho gay or lesbian, the numbo of people who lime been
in\ olved 1.1 same sex or heterosexual al 111 It\ , the Ill11111/CIS Of Se \ 11411 1/(11 people I e

I IV drug use and AI I)'

Prop', F 1/17e, tor pr l,I Strrn,111
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and so on 1 here are studies \\ hit h go `,0111(' <1\. to not oling du, information, but many of
them are riddled y\ oh methodologic al problems lot example, lion do tuu go about
obtaining a representanY e sample of gay men) 'Most studies of gay men obtain their
samples through (immunity netY\ orks and therefore do not include those who are not part
of these nety\ ks In terms of statistic al inhumation y\ c ate Logelt dependent on the stork
of Kinsey \\ loch ttas IMNISIled as long ago as 1948 these 1 Hidings spotted that

^ just under 40% of the male population had at least some same sex experience to the point of
orgasm between adolescence and old age,

about 30% of all males had been actively gay for a period of at least 3 years between the age of
16 and 55;

A about 6% of males vare exclusively gay throughout their life

A more recent study of sexual beim\ lour to America (limit, 1974) supports the findings in
the Kinsey report and argues that n hIlst a commitment to same sex telationships has
become mote kisible, these relationships do not appear to hate become more common

Mere is clearly a difference between same sex acts, Y\ hich may be isolated and
related to particular social circumstances and same Sex relationships If 1\ e focus on
studies of the lifestyles of men who define themsehes as gay, then rte find that these
lifesty les are \ ery diyerse Plummer's research (1978) into gay relationships has shots n that
there are as many Yanations in gay male couples as there are in heterosexual ones He
categorises gay relationships into same sex marriage, boyfriends and scone sex partnership
Plummer refers to other studies y\ hich short that 40-60% of gay men do form stable
relationships of o\ er a y ear's duration, but also notes that yery fett of these relationships
are likely to last more than 10 years flow et er as \Ye said before, there are methodological
problems in obtaining reptesentanye samples of gay men and those yv ho are likely to he
excluded from such studies are the long term committed couples and those 1,.ho are
celibate

Media reports of male gay behaviour stress promiscuity, the ftequency of sexual
activity and the latge numbers of sexual partners Data collected based on mien/ IC11 s about
sexual achy ity indicates that self-reports Ma) not be entirely accurate (Coxon, 1986). The
definition of 'sexu:il partner' may be loosely interpreted and k dry from person to person A
sexual partner may therefore be defined by some to include kissing, and by others it may
only include penetratwe intercourse The estimation of the total number of partners is
often calculated in a \\ ay y\ hich tends to Ok crestimate the actual total figure, 1-or instance,
in many cases the number of partners a person has in one week 111,1), simply be Mtn plied
by 52 to indicate the number of partners annuallt This form of calculation thus ignores
those periods \\ hen the person is in a committed relationship and the number of partners
is likely to he reduced

The Spada Report (1979) of gay male sexuality prof ides evidence to contradu t recent
media teports of bilge numbers of sexual partners oter a concentrated period of time as
being t norm the report is based on the experiences of 1038 gay men aged 16-77 and
slim\ S that 21 of men hate sex on( e or mice a y\ eek, 17% three to four times a week, and
16% at least once a day The remaining 45% hate sex less frequently These figures appear
to he c ompatable yyith heterosexual frequency of sexual intercourse \\licit is most likely to
he the case is that sexual cHIRII is gteatet amongst people aged 17 to middle age
irrespective of . hether they engage in same-sex 01 Heterosexual relationships Also, sexual
deny ity tdries depending On y\ here people lit e and the ease 11111111R It they c an
experiment sexually Pionum oily is certainly not tesnic led to -,ame-,,e x relationships,
though asignific ant avec I of gay liberation in\ oh, ed c hallenging the nouns per en ed
within steteotypical heterosexual marriage (Altman, 1983, Blonsky , 1984)

Neither ate stali',fically othequenl sexual 1)1,1( tic (, Ir,111( led to gay men 1 sec ent
study In 10711171 magaline (('oy enc.\ et al, 1984) of s\\ inging and group sex ainongst
heterosexuals des( ribes some of the biiane sexual prat tic es y\ omen me said to hate
experienc eel tit tesponse to pic,,silw lu c\pc),Inclit dm) be mow ,,c\ticiii\ iibenited
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Filially, in elation to \ II)S, it is impoitant to reincinhei that it i', no the nunthei of
se\tial partners t\hi. li puts a person at risk but the nattne of the se \ual 41( t that takes
pia( e ftemeen diem mutual ind,,ttnittnon \\ fth no (, Iftmgc of hod\ flout ill not ,t,tfit
11 the N. 1111`, being nansinitted Unprotec ted penellatne Intel( muse oyith one peison ho Iti
nfe( ted i- risky
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3.7 THERAPIES AND MEDICAL TREATMENTS

Drugs

Whilst time are therapies and medical linen. ennons effectne against many of the
opportumsti«liseases assoc iated (kith AIDS. the,. ale at piesent fe( effectne Intel k entions
that can he undertaken (kali respect to iR underly mg immune deli( len( y itself Generally
speaking there are fe( drugs ( Inch are elf ec to e against \ iruses, and 11Ik poses special
problems as far as (hug therapy is concerned bet mase in order to RM( ate it has to
integrate itself into the host's o( n gene makeup, and therefore drugs aimed at killing the
virus may also kill \nal host ells

Nekertheless, a nunthet of (hugs hake been identified h ( an slo(k down on in a
huge enough dose, halt HIV with( anon Most of these (koik by intelfenng with an C11/ Ine
(rek erse trans( nptase) which \ needs to piodu« ur order to replicate Pei haps the best
known of these drugs is Ainlothy maim(' (A/F 01 Reno\ n) produced IA the (hug company
Wellcome this has been slum 0 to be effectike in reducing the late at which lift/
mph( ales It is conently undergoing c him al trials in I mope and the United States
Prelmuniny findings from these trials ,oggest that 11.htlst the diug has side effects, it Is
oft?,n effectne m pie\ cluing the recurrence of Pneumocystis caI11111 pneumonia Some

olence also sho-s that it may be effectne against the dementia llhich some PWA (people
with AIDS) shoe

Another drug, Ribakinn, has also been sho(kn to be effects e in slow mg clown HIV
replication This too is currently undergoing clinical trials in the United States A number
of substances considerably less toxic than AZT hake been sho(kn to halt k nal replication
under laboratory conditions, but these e ill requir clinical ekaluanon before they can be
said to be of practical use in AIDS therapy.

Vaccines

Until recently, it was belie\ ed that manufacturing a kaccine effectne against IIIV would
prok e to be a complex and difficult procedure because of HIV's genetic kali-lability. There
appeal to be many different strains of HIV. What is more, the genetic structure of HIV
appears to mutate o'er time (k Inuit the same indnidual 11,11ICI1 poses further problems for
kaccme dekelopment. Nekertheless, it has been possible to identify parts of the \irus
(\Inch remain relatnely constant across strains, and Ikhilst kacone trials 1111,011,111g humans
are unlikely for sonic time, there is some hope that in time a accre can be dekeloped.

More recently it has been suggested that (kith some assistance an inch idual's
immune stem may be able to fight HIV. Researchers at the UnIkersuN of California. San
Francisco announced at the end of 1986 that they had identified a small sub -se, of T-
suppressor cells which were able to halt %mil replication under laboratory mditions If
the replication of such cells could be stimulated 1n some (k ay then it could be possible for
the body to mount its own defence against 111V Other researchers are currently
ink estigating the possibility that a different type of F-cell. the killer T-c ell. might be
stimulated so as to recognise and attack HIV.

But therapies such as these are %cry much 1n the call\ stages of then dek elopment
Assuming that some of them plok e to be successful, it is unlikely that thek could be (\nick
available before the early I990s

Holistic therapy

In the absence of effectne drug therapy against HIV infection, attention has been focused
on the sorts of holistic ti terkention that are possible I here hake been a number of reports
suggesting that people with IIIV infection and, or AIDS can gam a weal deal from holistic
therapies. these treatments range in their sophistication from those which attempt to
ensure that the person gik es careful attention to diet, e xelcise and sleep to those (kilich
advocate interkention by specialist pra( ntioners m ma( rolnotics, homeopath\ and
acupum lure Guided imagery and relaxation ex( rc Ises hak e also been used to reduce the
lel. els of stress experien( ed by people 11,1111111k line( non and or AIDS I at hell's (1986)
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recent self-help guide to intervention of this type summarises many of the options
available. and the September 1986 edition of the natural health journal Lust West contains a
number of articles detailing the c:aimed sate ess of therapies such as these in the United
States.
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INTERIM MATERIALS

4 STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

This section looks at the health education strategies and materials We ha%c developed and
piloted with over 200 participants on Learning about AIDS courses and they are designed
to complement existing forms of pros ision They are not to be used prem_riptnely but as
part of a participatory learning programme about AIDS

HOW TO USE THE MATERIALS

These materials consist of a ' allety of exercises Which (an be used selecny eh iii courses
of varying lengths There are introductory and final exercises. together with several
intermediary exercises which should be used sclecint ly (depending on the professional
background of the participants).

The exercises are as follows

Exercise 1 Expectations of the Learning about AIDS course (for use with all groups)
Exercise 2 Beliefs about AIDS (for use with all groups)
Exercise 3 Advice to others (case studies)

Exercise 4 Advice to others (prevention)

Exercise 5 Guidelines for staff

Exercise 6 Confidentiality

Exercise 7 Persohal agenda setting (for use with all groups)

Exercise 8 Professional agenda setting (for use with all groups)

Select from these depending

on group and tine available

The recommended minimum length of tune for a Learning about AIDS course is two half
days and the marunum length for a course using these particular materials is three full days
Figure 8 provides an oyeryiew of What a Learning about AIDS course of minimum length
might look like The times allocated to each task will inevitably yary depending on the
group, their previous experience and interest and what they identify as areas of concern
(see Exercise 1 in which participants identify their expectations of the course) Day 2
should ideally follow Sek era! weeks after Day 1, by which time participants will haze
undertaken specified tasks (eg reading District/Local guidelines)
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FIGURE 8 Suggested outline of minimum Learning about AIDS course
(two half days)

DAY 1 (both 3 hours in total) DAY 2

05 mins INTRODUCTIONS 10 mins RECAP

20 mins EXERCISE 1 Expectations 40 mins EXERCISE 5 Guidelines
10 mins GROUP FEEDBACK 15 mins GROUP FEEDBACK
20 mins EXERCISE 2 Beliefs about AIDS 20 mins EXERCISE 6 Confidentiality
40 mins TUTOR FEEDBACK 10 mins Break

10 mins Break 20 mins TUTOR FEEDBACK
25 mins EXERCISE 3 Advice to others 20 mins EXERCISE 7 or 8 Agenda setting
20 mins GROUP FEEDBACK 15 mins EVALUATION OF LEARNING
20 mins SUMMING UP WHAT WAS ABOUT AIDS COURSE

LEARNED AND IDENTIFYING
OUTSTANDING AREAS

10 mins DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS
(guidelines, notes on confidentiality,
local resources etc)

Longer courses 1\ ill be able to de\ ote more time to each of the e etc ises and to im hide the
full range of materials

WHAT THE MATERIALS DO NOT INCLUDE

Due to the immediate demand for materials it has not been possible to pilot materials
relating to la), perceptions Of health and illness, and those c Olkerned oh setialitv
awareness These materials 1\ ill be im hided in the full Learning about AIDS pack \\ hid li
will he available earl\ in 1988

If health educators wish to familiarise themseh es 1\ ith materials d dllable on
sexualitN, we suggest the), look at the following knight not slight (Odra\ CollectRc, 1985).
D'mystifying homosevaulm (111 man Rights Foundation Inc. 19841 and the Mirror 11 ttinn
(Dickson. 198)

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
The health educator using these materials need to bear Set (1,11 things in mind when
nlanning Learning about AIDS courses

Their own knowledge of HIV infection/AIDS needs to be correct and up-to-date

" An awareness of the likely level of knowledge of the professional group participating in the
course

ZL, The number of participants on the course, we recommend a maximum of twenty people with
two health educators, and twelve participants with only one health educator

The length of time needed for the course, bearing in mind the participants' needs and knowledge
Z1, The setting for the course should be one which is conducive to participatory forms of learning, It

should be comfortable with chairs arranged in a circle or semi circle, rather than in rows

An overhead projector or flip chart will be needed for the feedback sessions

Domestic arrangements it helps if tea and coffee can be made available in the work room, so
that sessions can follow on from one another with minimum disruption

L\ Participants will need writing materials for the exercises
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A Copies of:
District Health Authority guidelines on Infection Control
District Health Authority policies on HIV infection and AIDS
Local Authority policy statements in relation to Education, Environmental Health and Social

Services
Professional Association and Trade Union documents on HIV infection and AIDS, particularly in

relation to confidentiality
Literature from voluntary organisations, such as the Terrence Higgins Trust

L\ Local addresses of
Counselling services
Lesbian and Gay switchboard
Friend (Gay and Lesbian counselling group)
Special clinics and Departments of Genito - Urinary medicine
Family Planning clinics
Support groups for those who are antibody positive, and/or people with AIDS
Support/counselling services for IV drug users
Blood Transfusion centres

L Leaflets and posters for display.

INTRODUCTIONS (for all participants)
Spend about 3 minutes introducing yourself to the group your name, where you work.
and how you car be contacted Explain any domestic arrangements

Ask the group to introduce themsek es to each other Depending on the time mailable
this ma\ take different forms If you only hake d half day mailable. u should be sufficient
at this stage if participants gn, e their names and where the\ work If you are starting d
3 day course, then }oil will ha\ e more time for geuerd1 introduc tutus dnd md} %%mit to use
wdrm-up e \en ises (sue h ds those detailed in Drinking ( lira's (I ,1( ADD 1983) ot It orliing
with Groups (III C, 1983))
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EXERCISE 1 EXPECTATIONS Ft)1? ALI PARTICIPANTS

Aims This exercise Is designed to help health edu( aims gain a ( ledt idea of the
participants' e\pectations of the ( ours(' It sen es to set an agenda and information from
this e\eicise will also be useful at the end of the course to detennnie whether group
expectatiOnS 11,1\e been met

If at the end of the course thew ale areas that xou en't «Aer«I tilt II( lend\ you max
want to discuss with the pain: wants the need tot follow p work

How to run the exercise

For this you will need the appropriate numbei of copies of I len Lse Sheet In and lo I ken Ise
Sheet la should be distributed to all partn 'pants and the instruc nuns read out so that
everyone is clear what they have to do, that is to write down their expectations of what
they would like to happen in the Learning about AIDS course It will probably take
participants about 5 minutes to do this

Then ask participants to art ange themselves into 5111,111 groups of five or six people and
discuss their expectations as a group for about I 5 minutes One pei,on in each group will
be nominated to report back and will make notes (on 1.%er(rse Sheet lb) of the common
themes which emerge during the discussion

When each of the groups ha% e finished the task ask them to come back as a large group
and listen to the report Lack from each group The health educator(s) w I\ rite down the
main points on an overhead projector transparency F) or flip chart without entering
into a discussion on any of the topics

What the exercise is likely to elicit

The themes which emerge front this e\erc ise tend to ar) nopending on the professional
background of the ,;ioup and their previous knowledge of 111V infection and AIDS

Here are some of the themes which have emerged in OUT pilot work using this tACTC Ise

FACTS/INFORMAl ION about the disease

where it originated from,
A how it is transmitted,
A which groups of people ale most likely to be affected,
A effectiveness of screening programmes,
A the numbers of people currently infer ted and funny prow( nons On a local.

national and worldwide scale.

A life e \pectancy of people with AIDS (PWA) once AIDS is diagnosed.
A current treatment for PWA.
A current medical research, particularly in relation to developing a ( the

!NFORNINHON about public iesponses to the disease

A the government response to the disease and the effectiveness of this,
A local health, education ser\ 1«,s icsponses to the disease and the non the\

have taken

PERSONAL CONCERNS

A how to pievent oneself (tom coming into contact with till' disease,
A personal fears about meeting someone with the disease,
A how to overcome own prejudi«' towards gay men.
A how to explain the disease to children,
A personal anxieties about the effe( t of the diseas«m own sexualux - should I stay

celibate?

;
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PROFESSIONAL CONCERNS

how to care for PWA in the community/hospital,
A the correct nursing approach PWA.

the psychological effects of having AIDS,
A how to discuss the disease in schools (particularly Roman catholic and other

religious schools):

A how to introduce se \ education into schools, what is appropriate fur (Id ferent age
groups')

how to answer questions honestly and accurately,
A how to answer 'what if .' questions,
A which health education method is the most appropriate,
A what advice to give to young people about to enter a sexual relationship.
A issues to do with confidentiality

PLANNING responses to IIIV and AIDS

A how to go about this, who to involve. what has been done elsewhere

RESOURCES available

A information on self-help groups, ' oluntark organisations, counselling serk ices.
Department of Genito Urinary Medicine/Special or STD clinics,

A leaflets, books, videos

EXPLORATION OF GROUP'S FEELINGS towards the disease

A in relation to sexuality to be able to feel at ease in discussions of this nature,
A in relation to the media response.

Gik en the wide ranging expectations identified aboke, it is important that the health
educator(s) feel confident to address each of these issues, or at least knows where to direct
the participants for further information/resources.

In those instances where the list of expectations far exceeds what can be realistically
achieved within the time allocated for the Learning about AIDS course. it may be necessary
to ask the participants to decide collectikely which priority areas they would like to
concentrate on. This can be done by asking them to return to their small groups and
selecting one priority area, Each ..,roup then feeds back their chosen topic and the sum of
these is regarded as the group's priority expectations for the duration of the course.

By the end of the exercise
A you should hake displayed in a prominent position the group's expectations of the

course.
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EXERCISE l a

EXPECTATIONS

Using this sheet of pdpei 1%rite dol%n %11,11 } ou 1%ould like to happen in this
Learning about AIDS course

What I would like to happen

40
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EXERCISE l b

SMALL GROUP EXPECTATIONS

Using this sheet of paper 'Ante dov.n t' common c\pectanons emeiged
from your group discussion

What we as a group would like to happen
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EXERCISE 2 BELIEFS FOR ALL PARTICIPAN IS

Aims 'his exercise is designed to elicit the current belief s pain( wants hold about III%
infectiot and AIDS After this the health echo ator(s) will he able to «milinn, c Linty and
question current knowledge held by the p,nticipants

In situations where you are working with a group who h hay, a limited understanding of
AIDS you will need to de\ ow more time to this exert is(' nu some install( es we hate taken
up to two hours with this exert se)

How to run the exercise

For this you will need the appropriate number of «Ties of 1.terase Sheet 2a and 2b 1.tercrse
Sheet 2a should oe distributed to di the participants and the instno toms lead out so that
everyone is clear what they hate to do. that is to write down three things they have heard
about AIDS (from whale\ er source and irrespective of whether they personally believe it to
be true). The participants are then asked to tick whether they believe each of the
statements to be FRUE. FALSE, or NOT SURE ABOUT It will probably take participants
about 5 minutes to do this.

Then ask them to arrange themselves into different small groups of fire or six people and
to discuss as a group each of the statements they hate written down One person in each
group will he nominated to report back and will make notes (using Exercise Sheet 2b) of the
areas of agreement, disagreement, and uncertainty for each of the statements, firs process
will take about 15 minutes (though it may take longer if there is disagreement amongst the
group, or if there are many, areas of uncertainty)

When each of the groups has finished the task ask them to re-form as a large group Taking
each group in turn listen to the areas of agreement, disagreement and uncertamt} and
confirm, clarify or question each of the statements that are made This tutor feedback
session will take approximately 40 minutes, but its length will tart' depending on the
participants' level of knowledge

What the exercise is likely to elicit

The beliefs which emerge from this exercise tend io y dry consoleiably depending on the
professional background of the group mid their precious know ledg«)I infection and
AIDS,

Here are some of the beliefs whit h hate emerged cluing.; our naming sessions and
examples of our responses

AREAS OF AGREEMENT

"AIDS is spread by promiscuous homosexual men"
The participants believed this statement to be 1RUI. The health educator needs to

explain that it is neither pioduscuity nor gay men which spicads AIDS AIDS is spread by the
exchange of body fluids (Section 3 4) and in the case of sexual a ilk It is not the number
of partners, but the form of sexual act that matters Non-penctranYe inteicomse in whidi
there is no exchange of hod\ fluids does not put people at IlSk of AIDS no Illan(1 how
many partners they have

"AIDS is spread through blood transfusions"
The participants correctly belies ed that the irus can be spread through blood I lw

role of the health educator here is to put the risk in perspecny e, to tact to the number of
cases of AIDS where Wood transfusions were seen to he impl0 ated and to explain the
current procedures for screening blood (Section 3 4)

"The more Fin leis you have the more at risk you are"
The panic pants believed this statement to be 112LT Again the health echo (nor needs

to clarify the point that it is not lite( essanly the number of partners a person l but what
they do with them and whether Or not the\ pram e ei sex' tie with no c's( hail 2,e of body
fluids, using condoms, or mutual masturbation)
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AREAS OF DiSAGRF[MI-Nr

"AIDS can be spread by living with someone who has it"
!here was disagreement mei this statement the statement is I \I !-d 11DS c annul he

transmitted socially (Section 3 4)

"Everyone is at risk of AIDS"
there was disagreement mei this statement People ale only ,1111`,k of All if they

put tl,cmselves nl risky situations, ie do not prat tike 'safer Sex. flange dirty needles (if
I\ drug users), (10 1101 cover open %%minds (Section 3 6)

"AIDS can be transmitted by women to women"
there was disagreement oser this statement In them\ if a woman 1`) posime and

ex( flanges hody fluids leg aginal and c elyic al sec letions) ty oh another woman, thc 11 the
yrnis could he transmitted

"There are 'innocent' and 'guilty' victims of AIDS"
There was disagreement over this statement Some participants felt that

haemophiliacs and babies were 'innocent' icurns of the disease, whilst gay men,
prostd,,tes and IV drug users were 'guilty' yictims of the disease, This distinction Is not
helpful to any one. and it can be pommel\ damaging if people caring for Pk\ A hold these
beliefs as they may interfere with the care they give (Section 3.3)

AREAS 01. UNCERTAINTY

"AIDS originated in Africa"
We do not yet know where the AIDS Y. irus originated There are Y. arious speculations

about this (Section 3 2) Nor do we know where the common told or the Herpes Yin's
originated \Vhilst it may be helpful to hate this information. we currently lye with
considerable uncertainty and we need to accept this. Vhat we do know in relation to the
AIDS Y. trus is how it is transmitted and we (all ,1Ct on this information to prevent it
spreading

"AIDS is spread through kissing"
Whilst the Yirus has been isolated from saio. a within the laboratory setting. there

hay e been no known c ases of the S trus being transmitted through sally a There are also
substances present in saliva which inactivate the Yam (Sectioo 3 4)

By the end of the exercise
A you will have discussed each of the statements and confirmed, clarified or

questioned their accuracy

Do not be afraid to admit that you are unsure of the eY idence It is better to refer
participants to another sours e, or to say that you will find out what the enlence is by the
time of the next session than to make thing,, up or go. e a false sense of certainly
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EXERCISE 2a

BELIEFS ABOUT AIDS

Using thic sheet of piper. list throe thing- ;(IIl ha \ e he:nd about AIDLz I-1 the
column on the right, tick 1N hether you belie\ e the statement is TRUE. FALSE
are NOT SURE about it.

2.

3.

011

TRUE FALSE NOT SURE.

1.1.1
Arzr
Atr727about
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EXERCISE 2b

BELIEFS ABOUT AIDS

When ',,ou hake listed 'our three statements, dn,ide into small gioups and discuss
them.

Use this sheet of paper to list areas of AGREEMENT, DISAGREEMENT and
UNCERTAINTY

AGREEMENT

DISAGREEMENT

UNCERTAINTY
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EXERCISE 3 ADVICE TO OTHERS FOR 1NE SELECTIVLY

Aims these ca.,e studies are designed to help pan( wants disentangle what they 'know'
about HIV infection and AIDS from that they 'feel' Hie aim of the exert Ise is to clic it
reactions to certain situations and for the participants to «insider how their response may
be tempered b\ personal feelings, rather than based on knowledge of the disease

How to run the exercise

This exercise cohsists of seven case studies which are appropriate to health educ ators 01
variety of professional settings (Exercise Sheets ad are case studies 11111(0 can be used by
any group, e and f are specifically for teachers and g is directed at parents) Before the
exercise you will need to hate selected and copied the case studies who h are most
relevant to your particular group and to have thought about the issues which arc likely to
be raised by the case studies.

Distribute a copy of the selected case studies to the participants as appropriate Ask them
to write down their reactions to the case study and the advice they would give It will
probably take participants about 5 minutes to do this

Divide the participants into small groups of four or fRe based on the case study they
looked at Ask them as a group to discuss their responses for 15 to 20 minutes One prison
in each group will be nominated to report back and will make notes of the issues whit h
emerge during the discussion

When each of the groups has finished the task ask them to re-form as a large poop and
listen to the report back from each group This should take about 30 minutes depending on
how much clarification is needed hom the health educator

What the exercise is likely to elicit

Each of the case .audies is likely to elicit participants' personal fears and reactions to the
following.

A starting a new sexual relationship
A being in a relationship with someone %%no is about to nurse PWA

A being kissed by someone who is 111V antibody positive
A working with someone who may be at risk
A childrens' fears of AIDS
A giving mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to a potentially at-risk person

children learning about condoms through the media

The action that participants say they would take in each of the scenarios may be based on
personal fears rather than their knowledge of HIV infection and AIDS Their RA10115 1110\
also be based on the level of knowledge they feel that it is appropriate to give others, for
example schoolchildren, as well as their willingness to tackle their own homophobia and
that of friends and colleagues

By the end of the exercise

You will have,

A discussed each of the sele( ted case studies and had the opportunio, to reiterate
information about the precise modes of transit issum and at-risk bell., our

A introduced the sub;oct of 'safer' sex (if this has not already been disc ussed
Exercise 2)

A explored people's fears and anxieties in relation to III \ Infection and ,NIDS

r
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EXERCISE 3a

ADV;CE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

("UNICE) A tV I-1

A woman you know has a new boyfriend, and they want to start a sexual
relationship. She comes to you for advice because she is afraid of catching AIDS,
but doesn't want to be celibate for the rest of her life.

What is your reaction?

ffAMS
about

INTERIM MATERIALS

What do you do?
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EXERCISE 3b

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

GENERP,I.,

promotion.

What is your reaction?

4.1111111.11111111111OF

Your girlfriend who is a nurse has recenth been given the chance of woi king on a
ward where people with AIDS are occasionally nursed I of her this means

48
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EXERCISE 3c

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY),

GENERAL.

A friend you haken't seen for a long time comes to see y on and greets you with a
kiss on the mouth A feY, weeks later %),hen y oh next meet he confides in you that
he is antibody positive

What is your reaction? What do you do?
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EXERCISE 3d

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

GENERAL WORKPLACE

A man you know at work has had the te,,t tt- .111111)Mile,, ,Ind the tc,,t
is negative Some people at work hae found out dial Iv 11,1,, had the test and hate
advised you to avoid

What is your reaction? What do you do?

about
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Exercise 3e

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

'Iry A riii-nc nn7AA A flit
I 1 nitvitAn 1 JL I VV1.,

One of the girls in Now fourth ear mnioi class is consistently absent from games
lessons on notice her reluctance to Will ill the usual phi\ ground dui% ales 1,ith
fnends. Flom talking ith her on discover that she is ac uteh afraid of cat( hmg
AIDS. as a result of the %%arnings she has le( ed from her father

What is your reaction,

i'-
Afr aboutezr
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EXERCISE 3f

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

TEACHERS SECONDARY SCHOOL

A dispute bet mo l ilth foam bo\ s leads to a fight in the pla\ ground at lunc fl-
ume in x\hich one is badl\ «ended and needs artificial respnation. As a teacher you
have been trained in First Aid. The bo\ in question is kno\\11 to \ ou as a habitual
user of injected drugs A colleague refuses to give mouth to mouth resuscitation

What is your reaction?

52

What do you do?
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EXERCISE 3g

ADVICE TO OTHERS (CASE STUDY)

PAREN 1 b

Your neighbour conies to you in a state of agitation Their nine year old son has
seen a recent Department of I lealth TV commercial on AIDS and subsequently
asked them what a condom is Your neighbour is disgusted that a child of this age
should have heard such a word.

What is your reaction?

.2"

Am- about4cr
LC/ r
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EXERCISE 4 ADVICE TO OTHERS (PREVENTION) /OR tist SI 1-1471111}'

Aims this e \en ise deSIgned to as«Itam the nanny the knowledge that pain( mauls
have acquired during the c (muse l'he aim of the c\c1,0 IS for limn, 'pants to hanslate
recentl\ acquired knowledge Into Inca twat ads ice for others

This exercise ma\ he used instead of I kerct.se T when HIM' IS limited

How to run the exercise

For this \ ou ssIll need the applopliate numbei of copy-, of 1 koc(w .Sheet 4 1 hese should he
distributed to all participants \Nh0 should then he asked to 1151 the achn t' OW), give
to others (either in their professional c apac it\ or as «)Ileagues, friends of paientsl to
present them from becoming infected l'Ius should take about 8 minutes

Then ask them to anange themsek es into small groups of fnc or so, people and to discuss
as a group for about 20 minutes the acts Ice the has e lNrittcn down Iht \ will be asked to
question whether this ad\ ice is applopriate and how the\ might attempt to gne this ad\ ice
One person in each group will be nominated to report bac k and l \ ill make notes of the
issues that emerge

When each of the groups has (unshed the task ask them to re -foim as a largo group and
listen to the report hack from each group in turn Write down the main points on an
overhead transpamic\ (0111') or flip chart, Hie health educ ator will Heed to be prepared to
give guidance on some of the issues raised III this e\t'll tse 'this part of the e \en ise is 111

take about 20 minutes depending on the knowledge of the group and then «infidenae In
advising others.

What the exercise is likely to elicit

The areas of ad\ ice which emerge from this exercise tend to km) depending on the
professional background of the group and their own roles as health educators

llere are sonic of the themes w Inch has e emerged thiough using this (Am( Ise ithe items
with indicate further discussion see below)

PERSONAL. IfYGIENF

At (-01 er cuts

A acupuncture. tatooing and ear-pierc mg c hew k that equipment is sterilised
between use

A don't share needles, iazors or se\ to\ S

don't engage m blood rituals (eg blood brothers sisters)

clean up blood spillage with,1 10 dilution of household idea(

SEXUAL RELA1 IONSIIIPS

'encourage a committed wlanonslup with a single music(' partner

A 'postpone 'full' sexual ielationships (111111 more 1111"01I11,11.1011 IS k110111 dhow the
partner

A use a condom ever\ time \ ou have agmal. or oral intercourse
A used spermicide c ()mauling Nono\\ nol 9

EDUCATION

A there should he more posuRe education in sc hook about AIDS and se \ uald\

Some of these items of ad\lce raise ',et further questions wink h the health eilut atoi will
need to he prepared to respond to

A the fear of' losing a partner if monogam\ is insisted on
A what about religious aspects to using condoms)

what about using a ondonl if the partner has been sterilised'
A what if the person wishes to hew Hue regnant?

kik)
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A what about the taste of condoms in oral se\')
A how can condoms he made mole attractive)
A how can we give advice on the propel use of condoms)
A IlLm to learn about forms of se \Ind e\pression who li do not ink ok c penetrate c

inter( ourse

By the end of the exercise

You will have,

A a deal idea Of how inin.11 has been learned on the «Anse so fat,
A the abilit of participants to make sense of their knowledge and appl> it to

practical situations will also be apparent

The items raised during this e\erc Ise can he placed in a prominent position acid added to
during the remainder of the course



[ADVICE TO OTHERS PREVENTION

EXERCISE 4

',Ising this sheet of papei and !our krkmiedge about AIDS. list

What advice give to others to prev em them hum being infected h\
(Human Immunodeficiency Virus;

?bout
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EXERCISE 5 GUIDELINES FOR STAFF FOR USE SELECTIVELY

Aims to familiarise participants with their Health, Luc al or I doc anon Authority
guidelines on infection and AIDS "10 c Iarif intonuatio «mtamed in the guidelines
and to identify areas not Cox (It'd by the guidelines

How to run the exercise

For this excl.( Ise you will need d copy of the iele ant Authority guidelines for each of the
pain( wants On a two or Once day 0 ourse It is ideal if them 0 an be distributed at the end
of Day 1 or 2 so that participants can hake the opportunity to read them ukernight Flus is
a good exercise to begin the day with

Distribute a copy of Etercie Sheet 5 to each of the participants and ask them to complete it
making reference to the appropriate guidelines loci dl need to ailow at least 15 minutes
for this and in cases wheic participants hake not had the time to read the guidelines
before, you will need longer

When each of the participants has completed Eterase Sheet 5 ask them to anange
themselves into small groups and discuss their responses It is possible to use this exercise
with lei .ed professional groups, in which case they each have a copy of the relek ant
guidelines and LIR ide into small groups baseu on their professional background Again,
one person gill be nominated to report back and 1,111 make notes of the issues which
emerge from each of the three questions on Exercise Sheet 5

When each of the groups has finished the task ask them to re-form as a large group and
listen to the report back from each group in turn This discussion will take at least 30
minutes and it is important to record the points that are raised so they can be fed back to
those responsible for drawing up and amending the guidelines. The health educator may
k1 1S11 to 'Mite someone who has been III\ ()hod in drawing up the guidelines to answer
queries and to reeme feedback on the appropriateness of the ach. ice which they contain

What the exercise is likely to elicit

The points raised will tart' according to the professional background of the participants
and the comprehensiveness of the guidelines

Here are some of the points this exercise has elicited

INfORNIA HON IN HIE GUIDELINES WHICH PARTICIPAN IS DIDN' I KNOW BLFORL

A the length of the 'high risk' group list
A men in prison 'high risk'
A innoculation risks vs high risk
A the possible dangers of attempting to dist wine( t a needle (10111 a 11 podennic

syringe after use

AREAS Of UNCERTAINTY

A mechanism for transporting blood from 'high risk' people to die kiboiatoi
A whether or not glares should be used to take blood from e\crN patient

AREAS NLED INCLUDI. D

A information on ounsellnng 1)10\151011 at amiable

A guidance on «mfidentiality
A where to obtain supplies of waterploo! plasters
A facilities for disinfei non

By the end of the exercise

A there cull be Once lists of int min loon ielating to ea( h of the questions dim ussed
rhp, mf ormdtion can be passed on to the ielekant k ottuci so it tan be
taken into at «nint c hen met rased guidelines ale prepared

ci j
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EXERCISE 5

GUIDELINES FOR STAFF

After having read your District Health AuthoiuN. Local or 1.ducation :\tithoinN
guidelines on HIV infection and AIDS. use this sheet of impel to ansxei the
fol'oxving questions

I What was there in the guidelines which you didn't know before?

2 What was there in the guidelines which you are unclear about'?

3 What areas can you identify which are not in the guidelines, which you feel
ought to be covered'?
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EXERCISE 6 CONFIDENTIALITY FOR USE SELECTIVELY

Aims this e\err ise is designed to remind different c hem gioups about the rules of
onfidenuality to he observed nl than work Fhe e \err Ise also nuns to look at the adequac

of these piles in the light of HIV infec non and AIDS

How to run the exercise

I or this e\ %%ill need suf IR lent copies of the wick ant employ mg authority
regulations on c onfidennality to distubute to ea(Ii of the participants lou ttill also need
for yourself a «T\ of the reley ant professional Codes of Cowin( tin relation to
mnfidentiality (for e \ample, those produced by the BMA, RCN)

\Aien running the ( out se with participants rt ho are not required themsely es tc obserYe a
professional Code of Conduct, it is useful to discuss rt ith them the !tiles of confidentiality
relating to their colleagues

On a ittn nr throp ( flu t:re to remind themselves of
then Authority's regulations on confidentiality Ihis can be done by distributing copies of
these at the end of Day I or 2 so that participants hate the opportunity to re-read them
overnight

Distribute a copy of Exercise Sheet 6 to each of the participants and ask them to complete it
with reference to the rules of «mhdennality the\ currently obsert e Ibis trill take about
7 minutes to complete

When each of the participants has completed Everuse Sheet 6 ask them to arrange
themsekes into small groups and discuss their responses Where you have more than one
professional group on a Learning about AIDS course, dkide the participants into groups
based on their professional background One person from each group %%ill be asked to
report bat k and will make notes of the points which emerge 1 his discussion trill take
about 20 minutes depending en the professional background of the participants

\Alien each of the groups has finished the task ask them to re-form as a large group and
listen to the report back hum each group in tu,n Write dot\n the main points on an
overhead transparency (011T) or flip chart 'I he health educator %%ill need to give guidance
Oil the points raised and may need to make refermice to the appropriate professional Code
of Conduct

What the exercise is likely to elicit

the points raised %yin tar', deli( riling on the professional background of the participants
and the appropriateness of the c itiles of onhdentality to IIIV infection and AIDS

is issue s to do with onhd( ntiality c an be emotive, there may he tension beit%een and
itlun gioups On this subiec t I ills may be mote marked ty hen using the e \cruse t\ ith

limed professional groups rt ho are critic al of eac h others ( odes of Conduct

flew are some points raised through using this men ise

RULES 01 CONE IDF NTIALI CURRENTLY ORS1 RVED

A checking the authenticity of phone calls about c bents
A ensuring privacy for discussions with c heists

A obscuring names from c ase notes (so other staff cannot see)

A not discussing client details 1\1111 other staff, On 01 off duty

A information about client not given to others without c bents onsent

ADE Qt LACY 01 ( URRI' N I RUI S

A problem (imning that red mk are safe
A pioblem with ty ping letters about ( bents

A ploblem of what to mite on ( ie«)rd,,
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By the end of the exercise

you Will 11(14e identified those areas (if k urrenth obsered together
with areas MIR h may need r:'vising, in the light of III V infe( non and AIDS
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EXERCISE 6

CONFIDENTIALITY

Using this sheet of paper please pro% kle infOiiiidtiOn or dm fujluY4ing.

1 In terms of your work, what rules of confidentiality do you observe?

2 To what extent do you feel these rules of confidentiality are adequate in
relation to HIV infection and AIDS?

GJ
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EXERCISE 7 PERSONAL AGENDA SETTING 1:01? pcipANTS

Aims Tins ever( ise is one of the two final e \el( ises and is designed to help pant( wants
identify aspects of AIDS education the% are peisonall% (011t. Cfned 111111 111( 11 11 en' not
fully co%en.d in the course

Evercise 7 ma% he used in ( oniunc non with ken Ise 8 of MdclwridcHIR , nepending un the
time available

How to run the exercise

You will need the applopnate numbet of copu's of I onteniw Sheet 7 Ihese should be
distributed to all pain( giants Ask them to ieflet t on the Learning about AIDS ( onisc

A what were their expectations at the outset?
A have these ewe( lawns been met'
A what have they learned on the course)
A what aspects of FIR' infection and AIDS do the% need to find out more about)

Then ask the pa,ncipants to list amthing they need to find Out for them`t'l%cS in ielation
to AIDS, and to identify when' the% propose to obtain this infuimaion from Ibis should
take about 10 minutes

When the participants hale completed their list, ask them to oisider hot% long it will take
then, to find out about all the items on their list ( Iwo to three weeks Ann the end of the
course is usually long enough)

What the exercise is likely to elicit

A more information on current reseatch LOOK in medical ioinnals and hooks
A queries about the safety of going to the dentist ASK the dentist
A personal queries about safer se\ DISCUSS with partner

There is no group feedback for this cwt.( Ise 1 he information constitutes a personal
agenda and is for the participants to talv away with them

By the end of the exercise

A C(1(.11 panic ipant will 11,1%e a personal agenda of items the% 11 i',11 to find out more
about

G
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EXERCISE 7

PERSONAL AGENDA SETTING

Using this sheet of paper, make d list of the things you need to find out more about
in connection vith AIDS ity and identity %%here you t\ i11 go to Inill out about these
things'

Things I still need to find out about Where I will go to find out about them

62
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EXERCISE 8 PROFESSIONAL AGENDA SETTING hl)R A1.1 P11RTIC1P4NTs

Aims This exercise is one of the two final exercises and is de-agned to help part( wants
identify aspects of AIDS education the\ are professionally < 01kerned with whit h were not
fully covered in the course

Exercise 8 may be used in ((mum lion wnh Llercise 7. or independently. depending on the
time available

How to run the exercise

You will need the appropriate number of copies of Exercise Sheet 8 these should be
distributed to all participants Ask thcin to reflect on the Learning about AIDS couise

A what were their expectations at the outscP
A have these expectations been met/
A what have they learned on the course'
A what aspects of HIV infection and AIDS do they need to find out inure about?

Then ask the participants to list an} things they need to find out lot themsely es in relation
to AIDS, and to identify where the propose to obtain this infoimation horn "this should
take about 10 minutes

When the participants hale completed their list, ask them to consider how long it will take
them to find out about all the items on their list (Iwo to three weeks after the end of the
course is usually long enough) Then suggest that participants enter into a 'contract' with a
colleague and arrange to inert them in a few weeks' time to discuss the sta.( ess the} hay e
had in obtaining further information

What the exercise is likely to elicit

A how much information to gi}e children
t-ithout causing panic'?

A what is likelihood of meeting a child who
is HIV antibody positive/

A how can higher standards of hygiene be
promoted amongst colleagues?

A what is the Local Authority policy on HIV
infection and AIDS/

A who is in charge of First Aid in the
workplace/

ASK Local Education Authority adyiser

LOOK in medical Journals and hooks,
Government infonnation services
DISCUSS with colleagues

ASK relevant adnunishator

ASK llealth & Safety Officer

There is no group feedback for this exeicise the information constitutes a professional
agenda and is for the participants to take away with them It is hoped that participants tdl
be able to obtain the information they require by the date the} have set

By the end of the exercise

A each participant will hale a professional agenda of items the wish to find out
more about.

A each participant will hale entered into a (ontlact with another person to disc uss
their success in this activit}
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EXERCISE 8

PROFESSIONAL AGENDA SETTING

Using this sheet of paper, make d list of the things you need to find out about AIDS
in connection v:ith \.our ::ork Tr\, and letf\. vhee you go to find out about
these things

Things I still need to find out about

AlpAcrabouts

Where I will go to find out about them
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Aniirommill1111111111111111111111111111111111,21111111111111.11111.1.1.11111

Concluding a Learning about AIDS course

At the end of each da) of a Learning about AIDS «nnse (' suggest ou spend at least I S to
20 minutes gaining feedback from the participants about %x hat has 11,ip;ened that dax

When you come to the end of the course go back to the list of evectations generated b)
Evernse I Discuss each of these evectations in turn and ask the pan( wants h areas
are outstanding and need further attention Make a note of diest and hike ihein into
accoluit hen Ann mg coursys urther s for c lcatuailltp; and dux eloping
participator) approaches to AIDS education are contained in the lie t sec non, paw's 67-69)

Finall), thank the participants and )otn colleague(s) for then «mtributions and
ex eryone %here the} c an COntaC t ou should the) need to do so
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5 GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING AND
DEVELOPING PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES
TO AIDS EDUCATION

These materials hate been de\ eloped using a pain( ipatory approai h to AIDS ethic anon
They are not prescriptive and should not be used in sic h a way I he evaluation of the
Learning about AIDS courses should therefore he a formatRe litotes, wilt( his
continuously eY olY mg and !esponding to participants' needs the hanism by w hic h
this is done has to be consciously and deliberately built into the way Learning about AIDS
materials are used Please remember that these ate interim materials and will need further
(le% eloping in the light of the findings of the continuing Learning about AIDS project. the
feedback we receive from users (le yourself), as well as c hangs in knowledge about Illk
infection and AIDS

When eYaluating Learning about AIDS courses you will ne d to pay attention to both
the process of the course and the outcome

PROCESS EVALUATION

You can eYaluate the pror'ss by asking a series of questions at the end of the course These
questions should be directed at three groups of people l) yourself. 2) the colleague(s)
working with you, and 3) the course participants Examples of the sorts of questions you
can use to elicit feedback at the end of each course are as follows

SELF

G Was the course genuinely participatory?

G Did all the participants contribute?

G What was the balance between the contributions you gave and those given by the participants?

G Which Exercises worked well?

A Which Exercises worked less well?

G Did you allow enough time for each Exercise?

G Was there any factual information w, ,ch needs further clarification?

rni rAmirc
It is often easier to judge how a course went when you are working with another person.
Below the course you will need to 'IR ide up responsibilities and you can take it in turns to
observe the group whilst the other person is organising group actin ices

At the end of the course it is useful to ask the same questions of your c olleague(s) as ou
do of yourself and gne constructRe feedbac k Discuss what changes y on nmild want to
make in the future and make a note of these

COURSE PARTICIPANTS
At the end of each c ourse you need to allow suffic lent tune fin feedbai k I he following
questions provide you with a starting point. but you may wain to ask mine

ATERIALS
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A Did participants feel they had enough opportunity to contribute'?

A Did partiz.pants feel their contributions were received non-judgementally?

A Did participants feel their questions were answered satisfactorily?

L Did participants feel they were reassured by the course?

A What areas are still outstanding and need further attention?
A Is there a need to follow-up any of the above points with a further Learning about AIDS course?

You will need to make a note of these respo ices and incorporate changes as necessary into
future planning

REVIEW

The responses ell( 'led from yourself. your «Aleagueis) and the paint 'pants may not man
you may all have different perceptions of the coinse It is impoitant to identify these
differences and to monitor the feedback you recm e from d wi de range of professional
groups and when working with different colleagues It may be that different professional
groups have (IR ergent expectations of the comse, of d panic 'palmy approach and of the
subject matter itself You may observe common themes emerging after sek end courses and
you can note these down and make changes acconling,ly

OUTCOME EVALUATION

The outcome you are evaluating can be related to each of the models of health education
we outlined earlim (see pages 9-10) FA dictating information-giving which aims to increase
knowledge and change behaviour can be done in various different ways. In many
instanc,s, questionnaires are distributed before and after a course to Judge changes in the
level of knowledge achieved by the cows(' In relation to Learning about AIDS this is not
an appropriate method A participatory approach to AIDS education begins with what
people already know about AIDS and builds on this Dex 'sing a questionnaire to elicit
levels of knowledge would inevitably ink °Ike making certain assumptions about the
participants' knowledge without hak mg met them Additionally, an increased awareness
and changes in the level of knowledge, do not necessarily lead to changes In behaviour (ice
also Gatherer, 1979) In many instances we have found a disiunctune between what people
know about HIV infection and AIDS. what they feel and how they act

It is wore likely that change will come about if people feel more salt -c onfident
Therefore a self empowering approach in which panic 'pants can explore their fears and
anxieties and work through these is likely to lid c longer teim success. Exercise 3 attempts
to ascertain how people will react tin given situations, but there is no direct ekidence to
believe that they will do what they say they well (10 I heir actions can best be evaluated by
a follow-up r ourse which includes a substantial amount of tune dek °led to identify mg the
extent to which partn.ipants' personal and professional agendas have been ac hick ed (see
Exercises 7 and 8) If such a course is not possible, then you will need to devise other
approaches to assess what people are currently doing and flit progress they have made
with their personal and professional agendas

Another outcome of Learning about AIDS courses may be greatei professional
involkcment in community activities Our experience in miming Learning about AIDS
courses I,as indicated that participants often have d low level A awareness of the k atom
voluntary groups concerned with WV infection and AIDS. It is possible over time to
exaluan., the working relationships between professional and kOlUlltdi), peisonnel Again
follow-up session would provide the best opportunity for monitoring these developments

Implementing poll( y changes In District Authority guidelines, and or lex ising t mrent
Codes of Conduct in 1.lation to «inf idennality can be indications ()I the success of
Learning about AIDS courses within the mmul outhsformato7) paradigm Health edit alms will
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therefore need to monitor the progress of these initiank es and to e' dictate the ease . all
%A Ilia different professional groups achieke these goals According to the social
transformatory paradigm there are man\ other fronts on which changes need to take place
(for e\ample, changes in insurance policies, adequate ic sources for res,.arch into AIDS.
caring for people with AIDS, monitoring media reports, and challenging homophobia
generallN) It is unrealistic to imagine that these changes well he at hick ed through Learning
about AIDS courses on their on But it is hoped that the process of participating in such
courses will lead to a greater awareness of the social injustices sunounding AIDS and that
participants ma\ become inkolked more full\ as the ad ocates of people I% Ith HI \ infection
and AIDS Ultimatel\ It should be remembered that the best judges of the ef fectikeness of a
social transformator\ approach A ill be those persons most affected in the ( unent health
crisis
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6 RESOURCES FOR AIDS EDUCATION

BOOKS

Pan( ipator\ approac hes to health edui anon assume that health edu«itots ha\ e d good
undetstanding of the issues the\ intend to e \plow (\ ith ( bent groups If ou feel unsure
about issues it) di (1111 \ins then temlihg th,. rIlltm ,ng t, viL. good 1%, to .

yourself for the so:,s of questions y011 tu,n, be asked sou (an onlet them holll an\ good
bookshop

The hest introduction to man\ of the medic dl and social issues associated \ ith AIDS is,
NIcKie, R. (1986) Panic the Ston of MPS, London, Thorson,"

Vhcn you have read this, the follo\ ing hooks it ill help «insolulate \ out understanding of
the rele\ ant issues,

Altman, D (1986) .1115 and the New Puritanism, London, Pluto Press

Institute of 'Medicine, National Academy of Sciences (1986).1/obi/fling against AIDS.
London, Harvard Unit ersity Press.

Patton. C )6) Sex and Germs the Politics of AIDS, Boston, South Lnd Press

If you are likely to be concerned 111th the education of health (are c orkers, you it ill
probably find the folio' \ lug book of interest,

V et al (1986) The Management of AIDS patients. Basingstoke, Nifac

OTHER PRINTED RESOURCES

Supplies of the health Edu( anon Aut horn\ leaflet 111)S ll'hut Fve mbodv ,seeds to Anewcan
be obtained free from

Dept A
Boy 100
Milton Keynes NIKI 1 IA

Copies of the booklet Children at 5, heel and Problems Related to ,111)S prodo«,(1 for It'd( hers
by the Department of Lducation and S( ien«, can be (ttained free horn,

Publications Despatch Centre
Canons Park
Nliddlese\ 11A7 lAl

Copies of the booklet ,111)5 and l mployment imodu«41 It\ the Department of I inplo\ ment
and the Health & Safet\ 1 \e( (UR(' c an he obtained (tee front,

The Mailing House
Leeland Road
London 11'I3 9111.

1 list of inatenaP. piodu«,(1 IA the Ieiren«, Higgins !lust is a\ fulahle nom,

I he Terrence Higgins I rust
B\I AIDS
I onclon I.N'CIN 3 \\

.2"
irlr aboutacr
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SOME USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Department of Health Special AIDS line 0800 555777
Health Education Authorit 01 631 0930
Welsh AIDS Campaign 0222 223443
Scottish AIDS Monitor 031 558 1167
Terrence Higgins Trust 01 833 2971
Fire iiaemopinha Societ), UI 928 2020
Standing Conference on Drug AI ise 01 430 2341
AVERT 0403 864010

The London Lesbian and Ga), Switchboard (01 837 7324) will answer genend enquiries
about AIDS 24 hours a da, and can put ),Oil in touch with groups such as SIGMA (an
organisation for heterosexuals with aga, or bisexual partner), Both, PositRe (a suppoit
gioup for those diagnosed as ha mg antibodies to HIV), London Ga Teenage Group,
Young Lesbian Group, Gay Bereavement Project etc

Help from the Samaritans is also likely to be available 24 hours a day

The Ifealthhne AIDS Information Serice (01 980 4848) run 1)), the College of Health has
produced a number of pie-recorded tapes abo it AID 3 which can be listened to okcr the
telephone Please be reach, to gee the num1'..r of tl-a. tape ,ou rant to listen to when )Oil
call

136 What is AIDS?

229 Who's at Risk?
230 Testing & AIDS

232 Signs & Symptoms of AIDS
234 Safer Sex for Heterosexuals
225 Safer Sex for Gay Men & Bisexuals
236 Safer Sex for Haemophiliacs
237 Safer Sex for People who Inject Drugs
239 AIDS and Blood Transfusions
240 AIDS and Artificial Insemination
241 How to help someone with AIDS

FURTHER RESOURCES

A cop), of the AIDS resource list j roducedk the Health Fduc anon Autholit), is enc losed
with these prelinunai), Learning about AIDS materials !his identities a k1 RIC range of
health educ,,tion materials relating to IIIV ]pier lion and AIDS Do remembei though that
most of the matelial referred to on this list has been produced within the context of an
inlormation-gi mg approach to education about \IDS 'IOU will need to «MSRIel arefulh,
how best to use this material within the ( ontext of the more pan( !palm styles of AIDS
education ad ocated here
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LEARNING ABOUT AIDS - UPDATE

Prepared by Hilary P mans & Peter Aggleton
Faculty of Education & Community Studies
uristol Polytechnic

Introduction

A
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INTERIM MATERIALS

Since Learning about AIDS - Interim Materials were published in June 1987 there have been a number of

important developments relating to HIV infection and AIDS. We have taken the opportunity of this update to

provide health educators with information about some of these in order that Learning about AIDS - Interim

Materials can be used more effectively. The full Learning about AIDS programme will be available as planned

in 1988.

Definitions

In August, the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, USA published a revised case definition of AIDS. From

September 1st. this new definition will also be used by the Communicable Diseases Surveillance Centre here in

Britain. The most important change is the inclusion of a broader range of AIDS ndicator diseases including HIV

encephalopathy anu HIV wasting syndrome. Details of this new definition car. be found in Communicable

Diseases Report 87/34 published by the Public Health Laboratory Services, Communicable Diseases

Surveillance Centre, 61 Colindale Avenue, London NW9 5EQ.

Statistics

i dime 1 below identifies the total reported cases of HIV infection in England, Wales and Northern Ireland up until

the end of August 1987.

Cumulative totals of HIV antibody posilive persons reported,
by transmission clisracieristic. to week 87/34

Transmission characteristic Male Female Unknown Tots!

Hom sexuaVbisexusi 3009 - - 3009

Intravenous drug abuser (m "ile) 256 135 5 396

Homosexual 8 IVDA 38 - 38

Haemophiliac 975 4 979
Recipient of blood 32 20 52

Hetrosexual contact'
contact of above groups 4 49 1 54

contact of other groups 92 58 150

no Information 10 19 - 29

Child of HIV anilbodyposIliv parent 8 7 2 17

Several risks 8 - 8

No Information 636 .26 21 683

Totals 5068 318 29 5415

'Persons without other Identified risks from countries where helelosexual transmission is believed to pine an Important role and who were previously
allocated to "Other risks", have now been reclassified to heterosexual transmission.

I-)
; 1_Source: CominunIcabie Diseases Reports. 87/34.



Table 2 identifies the total reported cases of AIDS in the UK as a whole at the end of August 1987

Cumulative totals of UK reports of AIDS cases (deaths) to 31 August 1987

Transmission characteristic Male Female Total

Homosexualibisexunl 860 (476) 860 (476)
1n1ravenous drug abuser (AIDA) 10 (4) 3,(2) 13 (6)

Homosexuel 8.IVDA IS (0) 15 (0)

I aernophIlinc 56 (41) 1 () 57 (41)

Recipient of blood: abroad 9 (6) 6 (3) 15 (9)

UK 6 (5) 2 (2) 8 (7)
Heterosexual:

possibly infected abroad 17 (6) 7 (6) 24 (12)

UK (no evidence of being infected abroad) 3 (2) 5 (4) 8 (6)

Child of HIV anilbodypostive parent 4 (2) 7 (4) 11 (6)

Other 1 (1) 1 ( I)

Undetermined 1 () 1 ()

Totals 981 (550) 32 (22) 1013 (572)

Source: Communicable Diseases Report. 87/34.

Table 3 identifies the total reported cases of AIDS in the United States as of mid August 1987.

40,845 and counting ...
AIDS Cases as Reported by the CDC as of August 241h. 1987

Residence of Cases Number of Cases Residence of Cases Number of Cases

New York Slate 11656 Missouri 275

New York City 10554 North Carolina 272

California 9419 Arizona 260

San Francisco 4009 Minnesota 221

Los Angeles 3506 Oregon 191

San Diego 525 Indiana 189

Florida 2754 Hawaii 162

Miami 1149 Soulh Carolina 154

Ftlavderdals 508 Alabama 148

Texas 2714 Oklahoma 146

Houston 1347 Wisconsin 138

Dallas 784 Tennessee 126

New Jersey 2352 Nevada 99

Newark 952 Rhode island 91

Jersey City .462 Kansas 84

Washington, D.C. (Metro Arta.) 1184 Kentucky 84

Illinois 1103 Ulah 70

Chicago 989 New Mexico 64

Pennsylvania 990 Arkansas 63

Philadelphia 792 Delaware 55

Massachusetts 865 Mississippi 55

Boston 637 Iowa 54

Georgia 841 Maine 46

Atlanta 654 Nebraska 35

District of Columbia 755 New Hampshire 35

Maryland 606 West Virginia 35

Washington 496 Alaska 34

SerAlle 395 Vermont 13

Louisiana 481 Idaho 10

New Orleans 347 Montana e

VirginIn 464 Wyoming 8

Connecticut 461 Virgin Islands 7

Ohio 441 North Dakota 5

Colorado 424 South Dakota 5

Denver 353 Guam 1

Puerto Rico 394 Trust Territory 1

Michigan 379 Pediatric Cases (included in above) 563

0! these 23,559 (asproximately 58 percent) are
dead.

Source: New York Native August 241h 1987. (Compiled from Centers for Disease Control Statistics.)

Isolation and transmission

HIV has now been isolated from the a tniotic fluid of one woman who had been an injecting drug user but most

cases of HIV infection in the newborn die attributable to the transmission of the virus across the placenta during

delivery. There have been reports that breast milk has been implicated in the post-natal transmission in two

cases in Rwanda. In both instances, the mothers had received transfusions of HIV infected blood alter the birth

of their children.



Nevertheless. it is widely accepted now that the relative contribution of breast feeding to HIV transmission is
probably small compared with that of inter-uterine transmission or transmission across the placenta at birth. The
World Health Organisation recommended in July 1987 that breast feeding by the biological mother should
continue to be the feeding method of choice irrespective of her HIV infection status. This conclusion is reached
because of the benefits to be derived from breast feeding in both developed and developing countries and
because of the low reported incidence of transmission via this route.

The Human Immunodeficiency Viruses

It has now been discovered that there is at least one other retrovirus that cause AIDS and similar illnesses. This
virus which has been called HIVII is found in certain well-defined population groups in West Africa and also in
Portugal and Brazil. HIVII produces different antibody responses from HIV1, and this has implications for the
further development of antibody tests to detect infection as well as for vaccine development. Double infection
with both viruses has also been shown to occur.

The Consequences of HIV infection

A recent study has confirmed previous findings relating to the average length of time between HIV infection and

the diagnosis of AI U5. According to an article by Andel son & allard (in Nature 328. 719-712), the average period

was found to be 1.97 years for children aged 0-4 at thetime of transfusion, 5.5 years for men and 8.23 years for

women. Care needs to be taken in extrapolating from these statistics to cases in which HIV is transmitted in other

ways. Additionally. this data relates only to those people who subsequently developed AIDS after receiving a

transfusion of infected blood.

The natural history of progression to AIDS from another symptomatic state is also becoming better underglood.

At the Third International Conference on AIDS in Washington, DC, statistics were presented detailing the

medium to long-term consequences of Persistent Generalized Lymphadenopathy. Of a group of 200 gay men

with PGL studied at the University of California, San Francisco, 3.5% had developed AIDS alter two years, 13%

after three years, 32% alter four years and 45% after live years.

Pregnancy and HIV infection

Studies in progress are tending to question the view earlier expressed that pregnacy in a woman with HIV

infection wio increase the likelihood of her further developing AIDS. Currently, there is no evidence to suggest

that abortion will alfect the outcome of pregnancy in a woman with HIV infection for the better.

Injecting drug use and HIV infection

Concern has recently been expressed about the effectiveness of bleach as a means of clearing syringes and

needles between use. Typically, bleach loses its strength over time and unless fresh supplies are used there is

the possibility that disinfection may be less efficient than it should be. The AIDS information officer at SCODA

can provide up to date information on the most appropriatemethods of disinfection (1/4 Hatton Gardens London

EC1N 8ND).

Therapy

Studies of the effectiveness of AZT (now known widely under its trade name of Retrovir) continue lo suggest that

it is effective in relieving symptoms and prolonging life alter thediagnosis of AIDS. A number of other drugs are

currently undergoing clinical trials in the United States including DDC (Dideoxycytidine) a substance very

simular to AZT, DTC (Immuthiol), CS-85 arid Ribavirin. Additionally, trials of the double stranded RNA compound

Ampligen have resulted in clinical, virological and immunological treatment without significant side effects.There
has been considerable discussion recently aoout effectiveness of the substance AL 721 as a therapy for A I Ds.

AL 721 is a food substance made from enriched lecithin, butter and water. Medical opinion in Britain is currently
sceptical about the claims that have been made for this substance.

1'1 1-)
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About twenty prototype vaccines are currently under study. A number of these have beenshown to stimulate the

production of antibodies in laboratory animals but these antibodies seem so far to offer little protection against

subsequent HIV infection. Vaccine indIS II1VOivirig humans are about to commence in the United States but little

is yet known about the likely effectiveness of the vaccines which these will involve.

Condoms

The consumer magazine WHICH published a buying guide to condoms in its September, 1987 edition, This
identifies the strongest condoms currently available as well as those which are coated with the spermicide
Nonoxynol 9 which has been shown to inactivate HIV under laboratory conditions. Not reported in the WHICH

surveys a new condom produced by Warner Lambert called Lifestyles Extra Strength which its manufacturers

claim is 20 25% stronger than other condoms.

Insurance

The association of British Insurers recommended in May that its 425 member companies should question

applicants for life insurance abour AIDS and all insurance companies have agreed that applicants with HIV

infection will be denied cover. As yet there is some variation in the way in which insurance companies ask

applicants whether or not they have had a blood test in relation to AIDS and some companies have begun to ask

supplementry questions about sexual lifestyles.

Testing for HIV.

At the British Medical Association's annual conference in July it was resolved that testing for HIV should lake

place at the discretion of the patient's doctor and should not necessarily require the consent oI the patient a,

resolution which has since generated considerable debate both within the BMA and elsewhere. The Medical

Defence Union has subsequently criticised this decision on the grounds that doctors pursuing this course of

action may be subject to legal action on the grounds of charges of abuse lo the person. The I3MA AIDS Working

Party is currently considering the implications of this decision for future professional practice. The UKCC has

made it clear to nurses who 'knowingly collude' with a doctor in obtaining blood specimens for HIV testing without

consent that they could be charged with aiding and abellin2 assault.


